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ABSTRACT
The essence of television has heretofore been thought

of as a distribution system, a means of moving pictures from one
point to another. This conception has limited the possibility of the
medium to the kind of programs shown on commercial television. But
just as theater has its own kind of space, the stage, on which
certain kinds of events are acted out, television also has a unique
kind of space, videospace, and in this space a unique art can be
created. The key creator in conventional television is the director,
in videospace it is the mixer. The director is trying to give the
impression of reality he is representing. The mixer, through creative
mixing of images, is spontaneously discovering reality; he is
presenting the act of discovery. And the mixer's art is preserved and
played back on video tape. (JK)
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.The' mass of an electron is 1/1835th

of, ar.. hydrogen atom.

It is' here..

It' is ,material with which we





hand made: .

:make a point

hothe: made

make a sentence

make 'up, your mind

our Maker

. home maker

'-union :made
. . .

made in heaven

'madeYin:,Detroit

USA%

make a habit of- .

We are all makers.

make a pie:

do not make,a mistake'

much of ,what we do



This piece of writing is a making. And it is also about a making

and the making process in a medium which tends to inhibit what some

feel is the best in the making process. Because of its dual nature.

make a'schedule

make a program

make a decision

make up our minds

s remarkable. nature. has made it possible for a

number of people to make money; some of them a.great deal of it.

We have learned to make in a particular way in televiiion in

order that the system be maintained.

And, though for some it may appear simpler to make a camel

;pass through the eye,of a needle,'there are other ways to make in

:this than these we centrally sustain.

Indeed, there:is one possibility'for making that we have paid

Aittle attention to

It is to this .possibility you are asked to attend in this

writing.

This newer way, whose first proponent, Painted his feelings

:'On the walls', of caves in pre-historic times.

Weare noe.proposing. Lireturn to prehistory. The relation-

ihip drawn%ismore to the man.:struggling to objectify his envirOn-.

ritent in:works representing his being: to the earth from which he



gathernd'.the essences for his colors; to the places he set aside

for his mysteries and rites. And for his living; to the act of

making in::a medium whose nature he seemed to-have sensed. And one

about whichastantUries paased, he became sophisticated; even as

he maintained the precarious balancebetween his questions and

yealiiationsand his'oWn-sacrea, though passing, nature.

The electronic media have unique characteristics and qualities.

Electric television photography and sound have natural aspects

Which sepatates;television from Other:media.

TeleViaion is a medium in which we can make.

. And making, objectify ourselves.

.Only recently has television been thought of as a medium In-

dependent' of other media. To such an extent as it has been thought

of this way previously, the'hiatories of theater,loUrnalism, motion

pictures,', and radio have been essentially influential.

And until:only recently,' the history of other arts.has,had

little credence or relevance.

possible to thinkan.other ways.
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ionabout_it concerns its live nature

Its uniqueness appears always to have been

its qivenes6."

TOour:present.moment, we seem to regard,

the.live broadcast as-television's most-indige-:

:nnuscharactetiStic..

It may be :so in form, as well.

And with this possibility in mindiai ma

Url*.io,oui':future.. And:wonder how it May-be.em-'-

',Played to.:Our mOstilUMAnSands.





in
No one can count the number of times it has been 'said that

television _J.'S 'therieW 'technolOgywith. the :greatest impact. It cer-

tainlY can' t:be very clear to us :what is meant by that . Were we

i.:ClearteleviSion would not be the thing it is We do all seem to'

aVe'the impression that :it has'-deeply affected our, liVea. Games

we changed. Politics have changed. Journalism has changed. Edu

cation has changed.

Despite its proliferation, it's doubtful we have much serious

sense of it Who, cares about hos.; many households? Who cares about

ow many advertising dollars are .spent? Who cares about soaps and

toothpaste§ and automobiles and deodorante and pharmaceuticals to

eiiee the pain? Who cares? Who seriously cares about televis ion?
I

Anymore than who cares about the millions of dollars spent .a

ear on .cigarettes and alcohol. Or, on insurance. Yet, it s

ere: And the cultural warp and 'Woof has television' s thread weaved'

-
Ptc' And that ' s the way it is

Ut"it- s::doubtful: many of:us have.'a very serious sense of
. . . .

It's :many of uaTay much attention.

`Do, we pay attention to paint?' To sound? To the movement o

tiMan bodies along the 'streets? ',Do We see the .sculptured lumps of

otir'cities? Do'We- see the treee,' the air creatures, the salmon stru

ling Up.; the streams to the 'spawning. pools? How 'seriously do we!ilor '

d see. and touch the subatances-;ind::esienceS,the....Clualitiei of "citir.



ives? Who knows?

Does television?

Of course not. Television is nothing but a technology; more

than anything, a massive distribution system. It doesn't see or hear

anything at all It's a giant means that some of us use apparently

to further only God knows what: ends. Television isn't serious. Any-

more than an airplane is serious. But, if we place an incendiary

bomb in an airplane, and shoot it toward some, hdrnans working in their

fields, it's serious. Are we serious if, we load it 'full of bananas

and send it to Biafra? Or with pink-faced jollies, and send it to

the ski slopes of Switzerland? Who pays attention in either of these

instances?

It s -the 'old argument about use, isn't it?

Light, sound, and organic substance are all here, aren't they?

And we .come and go from work each day; passing light, sound and or-

ganic SUbstance by

Someone among us has:been looking and listening. He's been

there all the time of bur lives. He's been playing with forms corn-
,

posed of history and his own insights. He's been playing seriously.

e s been paying attention. In other forma he is called an artist.

You see, people who devote their energies principally to tele-

- `those who earn their living in this environment -- are

hounded "''by product apd time Most of us who earn our living accept

this as part of our daily bread. It can be said the artist does too,

1



perhaps. But in quite a different way. Though it may give him in-

tense pain, he, can chuck it That is to say, when he confronts the

emerging made object, he has disciplined himself to accept the fact

that if it does not satisfy him, he will not accept it.

A curious, principle that seems to pervade the televiaion sys-

tem has it quite the contrary, however. If there's, a time slot up

ahead there -- it is accepted traditionally that it has to be filled

with something., So -- it's very difficult for the television maker

to dump what he's making if it is not acceptable to him. Oh, in-
,

deed, he may do it from time to time, but he will not last long in

the system if he does. There are many reasons for this. And we

will try to deal with some of them.

Priricipally, the reasons are all linked to one very basic and

relentless one: television's distibution characteristic.

If one's means is irrevocably linked to distribution, one's

means must be productive. There can be no unpublished periodicals.

television there can be no dead air, no blank space in time

Such an occurrence is regarded as catastrophic.

Though an artist may feel deeply .and bitterly what he wants

to make and can't, he always retains to himself the .obligation and

the right to reject his own work:, He is not a periodical that must.

be 'Pub/ished: ;Ile is not a time slot: that must be filled. His means

and its diatribUtion are not,'. by convention linked.

No suggestion is beinc made that the medium and the broadcast



are only and necessarily separable. The television broadcasting

system is what it is. And there are a lot of good reasons for it.

.But, it is something else. The medium is a making-means separable

from its technical capacity to distribute -- to broadcast. And there

are many who work these vineyards who are unaware of this fact. Be-

ing unaware, they rarely encounter the medium, so intense is their

concern for the broadcast.

How many times in the past ten years the term "cultural revo-

lution" has been used! Whatever is meant by that? Is it a revolu-

Or, is it evolution?

It' s all happening.

All around us, the currents rush and flow towards centers of at-

tention. And somewhere in the midst of all is electricity, speed,

and television. Electric circuitry makes us feel sometimes as though

we're all a giant nervous system being 'touched and stimulated by each,

other's memories, by each other's probes toward meaning. We're in

each other' s heads . And we can' t -get out And we can' t let go. And

we're on this incredible and holy planet-boat that tosses and spins in

the heavens. We're together whether we like it or not

tion?

searching for ways to make the joining

more meaningful: And Einstein has insisted his equations upon us.
J.

We. Must-be relative.

And we must be relevant as well

So -7 many of Us, are

. ''.

So -- we search. And one of the glorious mysteries that impels



us is the one that gets somehow hatched in the nervous systems of

those who call themselves artists; or, rather, who let others call

them that And their search is for expression. They want to express ,

themselves. And if they are the best of us, the rest are very fortu-

indeed. For, the artist's expression somehow helps to join us.

A medium is available.' A very sophisticated, complex techno-

logy which human beings invented is available to us. It is dumb, in-

. articulate, contains no magic. It is available and manageable and

'probably stunningly beautiful when managed by graceful people who

are bent upon the acts of expression.

This newer medium is .swift in nature. It demands a new kind

of Perception. It moves like light sparked into life as through a

nervous prism. It is another paint, another dance, another music of

sound. Another message-Means to catch the quick vision of the inner

It is a medium. that for expression other,than game

shows, public event's'; journalistic word packing; theatrical scar tis-
,

.

aue, veStern.mOvieS,...bldourvies, ladies sewing circles, baby sitters,

fontball, bAseball basketball, boxing, .sUper Salesmen and savant.

It is a new medium' that may employ electrons as material for

,tha,greater:god&ofmen..

And, hopefully, what fOltoWe'is abOut that.. About

About 'being human.







A. wood sculptor approaches, a piece of wood. That is he

actually, approaches .it.. He has skills he brings with him. And ex-

perience by which these skills Nand, other pieces of wood have com-

,bined. Despite years of experience and skill, however, each approach

singUlar.

,As he moves. his palni.and hiSrfiit'erS along the surface; he

does not "know" whet,is in the,WoOd'.: He, senses is:there. )31.

he does not know?'.What the wood will tell:hi6:until.he enters

He May draw SketcheS as he acqUaints hiMself with possibility`_

and .probability. He may,` unconsciously, select his tools. :BUt he :

Aope'.notknoiw.. He .feelS that engagement - and a considerable

mount' of trust will.'guide'his eye and his hand in relationship



grain, the texture, and the shape which will ultimately emerge.

This is the way a wood sculptor and his wood are met.

What comes of this relationship is what makes the man the art--

ist and his work an art.

Despite the unique complexity of this union there are some

aspects of it that are readily apparent.

One is that the sculptor has some tools he understands how to

use to further the vision in his mind's eye. The vision he, cares

for.

Another is that he is prepared to go to considerable lengths

to acquaint himself with the material out of which the vision will

be objectified. He understands the character and property of wood.

Still another is that he doesn't know how long it will take

to make his piece. Nor, except for the exterior limits of the

wood's shape, does he know its size.

At some moment, when it feels' right for him to do so, he takes

a: in one hand and a mallet in- the other. And he commences

the:play of his work.

Because he is what he, is, a fOrm will 'contain what he does.

His piece of wood, no matter hoWhe arranges its shape, will not be

MiStakeri for a piece of music, more than likely: Nor will someone

think it a painting. Some may figuratively call it a poem or a

dance. :But as we have some history of recognition, it will be nei7

,ther a poem nor a dance.



Well, what will it be, then? It will be a piece of wood, of

course. And one into which a'man will have put himself. If it

moves and touches'us,, we Will sense that his and its nature haVe

merged. A creative process merged them. And we are likely, also,
1

o Call him an artist. Artist is the name. we have tended to use

over the centuries to identify him. And art is what we have called

his creation. It is a perfectly .reasonable :means of classifying

Television is generally classed by social critics as an,'

expression of popular. culture. And so it no doubt is. Whether or

-
not it need be is another matter. For those of us who wish: to re-

,

fleet on this possibility, what follows may be releVant to not only

.:where we are today in the' time' in which we live -- but to how we

Will experience one -another as we continne our speedy evolution

-among the neuronlike paths of electronic'circuitry.





.

The maternal of the medium is an electron. .Its mass is

1/1835th the mass of a hydrogen atom.. Though .it moves so swiftly

it cannot be perceived by the eyes of man, it is finite. Its ef-

fects can be studied upon the surface graphs of oscilloscopes. And

these 'effects are seen as sine curves and wave forms.

Synchroniiation, amplitude, amplification and modulation are

What electronic circuitry Is:mainly about. It also about storage

and delay.

,.:BUt.mostly, it's all about ,tiMe.

In principle, the ,technology is rather simple. In practice

and maintenance; it's quite sophisticated.

The important. fact to keep;foremost in one's mind is that the',

;.



1,ioVement,of these'Slectroni4U this medium is measurable. t i

.:finite*

Stich a. point is being:made.of thiS, because so. oany cf-u6

s.haVedeveloPed a near mythic feeling that all thisdisCOvery of

elactiOniC-.ManageMent is getting away from us. We're all happening

SWiftly.--We don't seem to have time to stop and think, aijOme

iaY. And,weArebecoMingalienated, others say. And some feel,-
_ .

strangely, that the el'ectron's ievolution may have doomed us all.

Well, let usnot forget. ...We invented` it. We must.. have had

,SOIething,in mind:

We invented it, We:have something in Mind.-.

:glectronsi so far ASartistsare conderned, are nothing more

than a new material. They; move, in finite And.therel.s

' thing inherent .in this material' which is

There1.s no material an:artistuSes todaythat.is notavail

able..td,others. for other,uses, ''What.makes his Use-of the material

'..:differeUt from Othereusei is -his attitude .toward it.

:
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Imagination is a marvelous means of, modifying one set ,of

notions with another set conceived in abstraction, and doing so

quite out of real time, making it possible; therefore, to exper-

ience,a,rion-existent form in a formal way..' ThuS, an idea or con-

cept:can. be given shape and can.be tested'by trial and error. We

need,not suffer the consequences 'should the imaginative conforma--

tion be flawed., . Or, on' the other hand, we may carry, over the

feeling which transpired there into our productive efforts.

We can imagine anything we feel like.

Let us use our pre-formal tool to establish a context for

speculation.

n this, neutral and wholly imaginative moment we may explore

29



possibilities our utilitarian environment otherwise prohibits.

So, let us'imagine an interval in the continous floW of

organic life when movement of the human body was employed for

poses: of a strictly utilitarian nature.

Such an interval has never existed, of course. We are only

imagining it.

Furthermorewe shall restrict the area of attention to that

..aspect of movement which.we.shall terM ."carrying. "_ In our imagine-

::.tive moment, movement of, the'huMan,body, then,is directed only to

',,the.transPorting of-objects froth one place to'andther. And the ap-

:plication is commOnto'alliof'us.

.Now, given thisOet us try to imagine confronting ourselves

with the, possibility of movement 'separated from this activity of

,transport.:'We-:do,ncit .know what this "other" is.. We do conceive

that :it,is something otherthan carrying.

Were we engaged in:such confrontation,,it.would be very dif-

ficult for some of.us tollave a conception of what, the others were

directing our attention:to.-And.nOne of.Us would know that what'

Wevere'searchingto'.4iscoVer was'dance...

ianaef..as formi-woUld.be%non!existent. .What would exist'

would-bethe.knowledge of.huMinmovement.escarrying.

Aavingno.definitioni.no'history,.:noaxperience of dance'we-

would.not know that dance..isiihat are. thinking about. 'Bui.thoEie

'of.us who were willing..to might- iVorceonrselVes froM our-'!Carrying"



,definition, history, and

the new form.

To those who were unwilling to accept any, other possibility,

our non-object-carrying activity would seem foolish and even futile.

Our cavorting antics might even be thought dangerously discordant

with accepted practice and convention.

To those who were intent on exploration, it would appear and

eel quite different.

In doing Ao, they would no doubt ultimately come to the medium

the human body -- and its,capaciiY for movement.

To the others, movement without carrying would seem irrelevant

perhaps, even impossible.

To, the medium people it might seem at times impossible, but

not, irrelevant; for, they would be engaged in trying to understand

the medium: -- sensing, but not knowing that dance was as relevant as

carrying.

The two groups (if they could be so clearly defined) would no

experience conflict. One aspect of the conflict, and, a central

xperience:r- An&attempt to reach out for:

one can,be,described as follows: the mediUm7conscioue people would_

'be concerned with dance (not yetdiscovered): The carrYing-con

sCious.Teople would be concerned,with barrying..:(A'Clear and practi-
.

cal history.known). ',Oertaimprinciples "dis'Covered" by the,medium-
:,

consCioUpeople woulcLderive.fraM the histbry of the other. .And

would theiefore seerw.redundani. For instance, the mediUm-concious



explorers might come upon composition. In pointing this out to

the others they might get a response which would state that com-

position was an inherent part of carrying. And, of course, the

respondents would be accurate. They would find it difficult to

accept that what the medium-conscious people were "discovering"

about composed movement concerned the nature of movement, not the

nature of carrying.

If the medium is thought of as carrying, it is difficult to

think of it as movement. It is especially difficult when there is

a history of carrying and very little, if any, history of movement.

It is even a more complex issue if there is a definition of carry-

ing and no definition of dance.

Also, as designed dance movement takes place within emerging

principles of composition, the carrying-conscious people can justly

point out that the designed dance is not unlike the carrying save

in one essential respect: it is not carrying anything.

The medium-conscious people can respond, on the other hand,

that the mediur,permits both carrying and dance. And that, dance,

itself, is something.

_Though; for some, the conflict will never cease, for others

t may lessen, as definition and history of, dance develops.,

Meanwhile, in our imaginative interval, the medium'exists.

So -- having imagined this, moment, let us return now to, the



The definition, the history, and the experience of television

A.slVerymUCh with us.today. And thoUgh the.phenomenon is rather

brieUit any historiCal perspective, it is active and viable.

*cent activity has begun that may ultimately create conflicts

ofsoMewhat the same character.. as those described in our imagined

interval. Speculation about the television medium has begun which

s separate from that:speCulation'Of a socia-psycholOgical nature

which haagrown.with television's bripf,history.

Some people are beginning to explore the mediuM of television

apart .from its carrying aspects....

Those of us who are, are ourselves isolated from one another.

In many parts of the world where electronic technology is suffi-

ciently developed peOple.are exploring the medium of television

Separate fromits generally acceptedbroadcast function.

Though much of theSearchis taking place in the more or less

unsophisticated studios of single artists and engineeis, foundations

andindUstry:are commencing to generate activity of a different

sort, as well. And.one.can anticipate its, acceleration in the

The medium exists:. .And there are thosewhofeal its per7.

formanCe.has:heen,for'tha most part, much narrower than its

°theoreticalcapacitieswOuld indicate. -,





Television can be described as:an invention for the transmii-

:Moving photographs from one pOint to . another Without' `tiefien'
. -

dence upon wired connections.

Television .is more than' pictures only, however. It is also

the transmission of sound. Since radio came, first that technology

had already been mastered.

Transmission seemed, most efficient ;if radio waves could be

used as carriers.

Soo. a. means ,had to. be :deViSed so that picture' (Visual) inforMa-

thin could' be converted . to the'.radio carrier:: PiCtUre information,

on the other handy". is a. matter Of -light. waves: being. reflected off ob-

jectsi thrOugh camera lenses' to sensitized :film where' the mOletilles



'can.remain,MOre or less fixed to be converted chemically to project -

able How, then, to projecta picture onto a radio carrier

frequency. was the problem to be 'faced.

.Numerous attempts were made. But, ultimately, the principles

now employed in:electricCameras came to stabilization in a design

basecLuOon conversion.

This conversion technique had been developed'in radio.. Though

tOIMPlex in:design and maintenance, the principle can be readily

grasped.1',For it was discovered that sound waves entering the

apparatuS of a transducer could be converted to electricity. A mi-
.

:Crotkione is a transducer. The sound, now contained lin electronic

floW, could move alcing circuits to the desired.end:of transmission.

Since the,invention of motion pictures had.preceded that of

television, it was reasonable for those who sought mastery of the

newer technology to think in term of'motion picture cameras. They

did...And,in.doing:so it waadeterminedthat a camera could be design-

ed' as a transducer just as a microphone had been before it 'Whereas

microphones. convert sound waves into electricity, now cameras must

c'onvertlight waves to:electricity. And so the design was stabilized,

so to speakiln,theelectric.Cdmera we know today..

With the two technologies More or less compatible it became

pcsSiblS:to' contain the flow.. of. electrons. each, and to,move them

atransmitter atyhich point the transfer to radio carrier fre-

quencies could occur..



i;

Now, broadcast became possible.

The television receiving monitor, to which the signals are

broadcast, -is capable of reconverting these signals back to the

original, electrical sound and sight.images:,which, in turn, had first

been convertedfrom sound and light waves moving thrOugh the atmos-

,Aihere toward the microphones and the camera lenses.

Oversimplified as some may feel-this description to be,

:sentially it represente the.technolOgiCal system which sustains the

phenomenon of television.

At this point in our analysis we can say that two distinct

'histories are joined in television: the history of sound recording

and that of motion pictures.

Despite the fact that two separate transmitters (one for sound

..and one for sight).convert the incoming.signale bk televisiOn to

redioWaves'tor broadcast, teleViaion can be thought of as a single..

4sherioMenon:

By and large wedonot think of television as separate sight

:and sound.

SO.,.jet U6 amend our first statement, thusly:. televisioucan

be described as an invention for the.transmisiiori.,of moving photo-

graphs:and amplified sound from one point to another without depen;-

upon ,Wired.cOnnections....:

.Thisis'where it started in the minds.-of those concerned with

roadcast technology.



This was its initial impulse.

Two other developments have occurred, however, to embellish

the original. One has to do with retention, or recording. The

other has to do with extending the circuits to such lengths tha;..

pickuP points and receiving:points are directly connected. No

transmission through the air waves is. required.

Neither of these embellishments haS greatly affected the ini-

tial'impulse and'the technology which deriyed therefrom.

The system:of distribution has been.affected. But the tech-
.

nOlOgy,:yerylittle.

These are4mportant distinctions to,keep in mind. For, if we

are to understand the televisiOn medium we' must have a clear sense of

its original intent. We are very much affected by.that.. Trans-

mitting electrons with or without:broadcast is distribution.

Television technology was designed primarily for distribution.

. It' is also a medium independent of this, capability. But betause

distribution is inherent in its design, in practice we have tended

to be shaped bY,this capacity. We tend to pickup sight and sound

images and transfer them from-one point to another..:

No. suggestion ieintended.here that this is not a reasonable

and worthy,effort.:.Rather that television 'convention and practice

his been:.organized primarily around principles of distribution

a medium forthe.distribution.of moving photographs and amplified

sound. ': Only'recently. have,others begun to think Of:it as medium



And for those who hive it is with respect to conversion that

their imaginations have been stirred:

When one acquaints himself with, or attempts to analyze a

Medium, .he searches ,for its axcluSive and unique characteristics.

He tries to understand its nature independent of other media.

In trying.to understand the histories of human expression, a

.:student studies each, separate.and distinct from one another. In

doing so, he may discover much overlapping of technique and form.

But his concentration is on certain unique properties and qualities

each medium appears to have.

Though we may use figurative language in describing painting

as poetry, we know one is not the other. Though creative impulses

may seem alike, only the unclear mistake composed sound for composed

mass. Music is not mistaken for architecture. Dance is not writing.

And though sculpture may look like dance, the_ rhythmic interval in

passing. time has been removed from one. In formal terms, they are

independent ofione another.

The television medium suggests formalities unique unto itself.

The matter of this form is not'molecular, for instance. It is elec -

tronic. The matter of the television medium is the electron. Elec-

trons are particles and waves which comprise the flow of electricity.

Their movement is finite and can be measured. 'Within limits defined

by the huMan ndrvous.syeteM,their...finite composition and movement



can be predicted. We can express ourselves with the material of

electrons. We can conceive design and execute form.

In converting light and sound waves to electricity, we dis-

another material with which conscious mind can give expression.

For those who spend their professional time in television,

this shift is subtle and often difficult. For some, it will seem

almost impossible.

For, convention and practice persist. Our daily efforts tend

to innure us to other possibilities. Our histories tend to fix us

in certain contexts. We cannot see our forest for their, trees.

SO great is the influence of the motion picture camera and

of sound recording (radio included) some of us are unable to ex- ,

perience the new material, electrons, in visual motion.

So great is the influence of systems designed to support dis-

tribution psychology and economics, that some of us fail to realize

we spend our days in planning for, and making possible, the picking

up of moving photographs and amplified sound one place in order that

we may move them to another.
,

What happens in the mosaic of the:camera'fails to interest us.

The remarkable richness of mixing electrons eludes us... The surface
...

of:the monitor is:hardly-morethan a reflectance screerias in a movie

Some of us.are not even aware.. that it,Atself, is injnOtion.

our concern for t ransmit p ing'. the photographs and the

to:think about where the someWhere,'



is;..,that it is.not a theater, but; rather, someone s Private place

where,he lives and enjoys such intimate contact with himself and

those around .him as he is capable.

.8o great is our, consciousness of dtstribution that many of us

think videotape simply as a means of delaying broadcast, or: a

means of retaining property for future sale and ultimate distribution.

We cannot envision videotape as memory bank; as tool for multiple,

pass recording, as another camera.

So many of us in televid.on simply are unaware of the bright

mosaic and the swift, fioW of electronic material passing before our

senses. And that the mediuM itself is other than natural photograph ."

and natural sound.

We are gripped by the hiitory of the theater and. of motion pic

tures and sound recording, and the distribution of these splendid

media by way of television.

But, of the television medium itself? What is that?

Central to the activity of television ,is the principle of

picking up a photograph at one place and transmitting it to another

With. MinimuM loss of fidelity, given the system's standards.

When we reflect upon this, -much that is exciting and relevant

the Mediurnisbetter understOod.. Muth that .is pedestrian and

dreary is Understood, also

The television broadcasting system has evolved from this basic::

EconomiCs law, production and program planning, audience-.



as-target'.thinking,advertising power,: cultural pioliferation,'

technology, and.such aesthetic judgements as thOse which predomi-:

:nate.-- All-have to:do centrallY. (and undOnsCiOuslyfOr.Many). with
.

transfeiOfphotographed:experience from onA'pointjto Another. .'- .

';

, Until we:cOnfront thiireality,'those ofus..Who.pass solnany.:.

hours sending.:,or receiving..ithe,moving photographs. will:care
. .

. . ,

very jittle.whether the cameras are electronic or not.

When we do realize the immensity of this proposition, however,

um may All begin to make ready for a new and inviting possibility.



..)

rocess can be deseribed',as themovement.'Of the unformed to-

waid oim.

Proces_s IS one thing.

But to.'experience process is another.

If any inediuM is, capable, of this mastery, the television medium

*seems uniquely qualified; 'only if we get out of 'theater space 'how-

ever, and-into videospace.

e attitude of picking ,up and pUtting on will not serve us'.

We muse,learn to manipulate the material's: of the, medium, the flow of

. eleCtrons. We must go-with process. And we must infuse this process'

,with our own instantaneous awareness, ,our own,.ekPeriencing:.

r

, ,





:There never has been a diStiibution'system of so:profoundYa
.

charaCter as'ieleviSion.

The 'technOlOgy.of'eleCtrOns,hispade itTossib/e.Y

:,But:inorder tOappreciatethischaracter::Onep4stnot only

consider distribuilon assuch.-:One illust-AlsofappreCiatetheAIIMense

gift of:MOtion'pictures Which-his been4iVentelevision.
- -

It is :.on the one:hind,' a vest.distribution:iyatethjOre far..

than literaturebeAt noVel; poetry, Play:Or newspaper....;

But it is also itotionTiCtures.

. lap-Us loOkt ieleviaiOnA.n 014a lighti.'

,:44nd as :Wa.aredOing :':,iet's:raillember that the spectator,`

jiarticipantAssituatedin
,

his.private.enVironment.- He did not.hive



tO4o_anywheie else: for his experience; neither to.the bookdeller

,the'Magailneormewspaper seller, nor to thetheater:or movie house.

It has been delivered to him right, in his home where most of

his intense and intimate life occurs.

There is every reason to predict that this proliferation of

electronic technology will continue. The time may not be far dis-

tant when many of the services whiCh now feed material and informa-

tion,into'thehome dOingso by electroniCmeane. We will

order our groCerie*andhoUeehOld sUppliesreceive.ehe.delivery of

facsimileprined.Materials,,entertain ourselves privately -- singly

or: in -group interconnections all by electronic means.
.

Certain aspects, of oUr'education will:be augmented:by elec-

tronic means:- Informationalmeans will continue to multiply. We are

being brought into touch with one another throughout the wide scope

Of':theplanet:by:electric Circuitry.

This incredible distribution system appears to be here to stay.

distribute? Will-ii-be!strictly utilitarian

The history of:and

What shall we

informational?

.ifisionreMind*Us otherwise.

We'.WilLbe entertaining done 'another. one

another!saluee, Out various,pointe Of:VieW, our tastes, 'our cut-

tural oufapititual'wealth.. We will have:the opportu-..

'Jlity.fOr Contactingon* another.:

What:shall: we' distribute ?. andHfOrme:Will'our

Certainly not. radio and'tele-

6



uman expression. take ?:

Again, we must remind ourselves ofthe history of .the medium

in.the last twenty
-
years.. And viheiefige.have come with this history.'

No dietribUtion system in the history of human civilization

s ever moyedidees-and impressions eo:swiftly, so.far'and wide.

Already and it*Stillyrimitive it seems to exceed,".or,

threaten our capacity to cope:with it.

Yet, how magnificent this inierconnection:prinCipleis! How

..''.intense its potential!

We-are thinking aboutAistribdtion,:mind you. What ihall we

:,-dietributeWhat.haye'we distributed?

xits theexperience been valuable:?

Was Queen Elilabeth's coronation 4 service? DO you recall

the early days of NBC's Wide Wide World? :Did these serve? III* a-

1)&4.laBs!.Ed Mdrrow, and his Probes into the'social fabric with

Fred Friendly;.did these experiences bring us understanding? Did,

NBC1,s White' Papers? ABWe'The SaZa'Of.Western Man? Or,

, .
.

,History. of the Negro People or Arts: USA? Were these Yaluable,to

Oi.,'Presidents Eieenhower's:and Kennedy'aforeignjourneyeT

Fresidente::Johnson'S and'NiXon'e.

Jlaye'Webeen.inCreased by being: spectators_ inthe development':
,

of: 1140b. space program?
: .

Has our.educationalsysient:been imProyed?L,Are odr_yodngsters:

reteiving'awider,':.broader feel oUthe::pianet.and'Ate. People,throUgh



information distributed to them via, television?

o the news programs of, all four networks and the hundreds of

local stations bring us .the news? Do ,we' see more, hear more, know

more because of them?

Do,we underatand more clearly what it is to be human?

And,' of the arts; what have we distributed?

How: many people saw Mani-nark' s The Taming of the Shrew? Did it

serve because so many were receiving the signals and images of that

Production? Or the Metropolitan Opera in performance? Or the.

Sadlers Wells Ballet? 'Or, Ballanchine at work and play? How about

the symphonies, the' dramas, te painting and sculpture exhibitions,

the poetry reading's, the festivals of films? Were these worth our

ile, Worth, our efforts to see and hear, worth our attention?

All these have been distributed to More people, in more plaCes,

lit'less time than any of us, might have imagined Possible twenty-five
Years'ago.

And all that has.not been Mentioned here, all that has been

left out! We have much to value and much to question:

But;: whatever our posture, our attitude toward this .gigantiC1

steth it is here amongst us. And no doubt here to stay.

t shall we dietribute?

Oncentrating on this subject, one can sometimes feel as i

e s reflecting. on the very nature of the human being.

e, might look at.ithe' marvelous. complexity. of -any single human



organism, any single human nervous system: and ask the same questions

,oft any individuals that are being asked in the context of this querY

;.regarding televiSion.

There he is -- marvelous beyond words. What.will he distribute?

Though the forms of theater, journalisM, motion pictures and

radio feed the history of television,, perhaps none can be regarded

as so great a gift as that of motion pictures.

Though those who manage television owe much to the filmmaker,

he has been something of a burden, as well

Students of television often have great difficulty in keeping

to ,the point of their study when analyzing the medium. It is be-

ccauseause Of these rich forms that *they are often confounded. And these,

coupled to the. capacities of-the medium for brOadCaat, can often

lead is into complek and confusing issues.

;'All television program experience can be classed in a number

of Ways.. For instance, one can identify two classes to begin with

the live and the ;pre-recorded ,event. These' two can then be classed,

furthers 'aa the studio or the non-atudio event. Now, one can

these classes, and in each ensuing combination be introduced

0:, converging. forms, of any, or each, of the ft:kir previously identi7

And :always' one's st,eCillatiOns are subject to the.influence of

:other ;speculations . concerning distribution
,

elevisian is a cothplex.matter. '.Too few of us have taken the



time, to- thoroughly\ acquaint ourselves with its myraid characteristics.

In any of the illustrations alluded to above -- from the Queen's

coronation to the classroom an understanding of the influence of

these forms on these classes is essential if one is. to fairly com-

prehend the subject.

And unless we are Willing -to proceed very carefully we will

continue to add to the didorder which many of us feel.

Of one thing we must be very clear, none of this experience

call television can escape the motion picture form -- be it livewe

or pre-recorded, studio or non-studio contained:

The system was invented to transport moving photographs.

And by and large, together with synchronized sound, that is

precisely what it is doing.

That is to say, it is not doing anything. Those who manage

television are moving photographs and sounds -- from one place to

another.

And as we have attested,: this is a vigorous, remarkable ac-

complishment. Albeit there are many who will argue its worth.

But as we make ourselves aware, of this, let us, be certain we

are clear about one other matter. As dependent as the syStem is
I

upon' the history of motion pictures, there is something the system

added to the camera: that is its capacity for instantaneous mani-.

festation' of the. light waves reflected off the object. The electric

camera reveals' the'images .padsing ihroUgh its lenses .instantly. One
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need not wait for processing.

We look through our viewfinders and

jectified; removed form then and there.

we see ,what we see in ob-

That is something quite special.

And it is that uniqueness which is television s alone.

Now, as students of television, how do we deal with that?

If we are not dealing with that, we are not dealing with tele-,

vi3ion. By and large, we are dealing with the art of motion pictures.

And with their distribution.

And such a wealth of art that is!

There is hardly a single fact of this aspect of the system

which does not derive from these arts:

The lenses of the television camera are similar to those of

the film camera. The qualities of illumination of the objects to be

photographed are essentially the same.

The sWitcher/mixer bank in the control center is hardly more

than an instant editing device. The effects it makes possible are

similar to those optical effects that are planned at film's cutting

and processed in film's laboratories.

Indeed, the very language is similar.

:,..The one 'essential and awesome difference' is the making process.

The technology of the television medium makes it possible for

subject; maker, and object to' be present together in

continuum.



that as..television s unique nature.

That is why we who are exploring new ways in the medium have

found the making process so central.

And at the same time, so difficult to understand. For, the

maker and his object are difficult, to distinguish in the making pro-

cess. Just as we humans studying, ourselves are hampered by our sub-

ectivity.

For many of us who make our life's play our work in television,

we are unsatisfied. We often feel something of human nature has been

removed; or perhaps, was never permitted to seriously enter the man-

agement of the medium.

Yet, we feel the medium is uniquely close to human nature.

Naturally we are moved by the power of the, medium to distribute

moving photographs. And we are very much involved in the making of

these photographs. But, somehow we feel there is something more than

moving photographs and that making in this medium, therefore, is al-

something else.

We who are restless

capabilities. We want to increase the medium.

And in the conversion of light and sound waves to electricity,

we feel we have discovered, not, only a new material in the electron

do not want to diminish television's tech-- ,

IOW but aneW way to express durselves.

What, shall'we' dibtribute if not human expression? The lack_

f a Unique:form in television may be hampering this express ion.



Not a comment upon it, or its reflection through another fOrm. But

it itself:: ExpresSion.

Could this be the weak strand in the unfolding skein of tele-
,

vision's experience- many of us feel? Could this be the imbalance we

sense, the out-of-handedness:many think of when they think of tele-

'vi'sion?

Why do so than feel that television is getting away from us?

Could it be that our huMan.expiession has been limited by our 'over-

jridulgence in the technique of distributing,,moving photographs and

synchronized sound?

And why dO so many of us who-have been part of its history

-these past twenty years feel nostalgic about "the, old days of liVe"

television? Is 'it merely sentiment? IS it merelynostalgia and

romantic blurring of the, edge of memory?

Many who have mastered television's version of the art of

motion Pictures do not feel this way.

But. ofthe,Others is medium's. unique proCeSs,

making proceii, the, "live" 'experience: that we miss? Is it :.Subject;.:

and 'object present:together:in,,the same time continuum we miss?

:Indeed,: in thOss early. days WS. were 'so 'delighted ,with the elec.-,
.,' . ,

.

C,camera':and synchronized. sound that we were not.' thinking .:of the
, .,;:.

doingnow, but we were very much a tuire.of process,

f the movement of , the;:unformed: toward form. Most event S. were live

medium as we are

ethei.,studiO or non-studio Contained.



:lcilieico0a:recordinewas' PrimarilY used as an'Anstrument to

.-accommodate to.nationaLtima zones.: ItAgas primarily a means of.:

delaying a broadcast from East. to West: And videotape had not yet

beep:invented,'Of.Course.

No, it was a live experience
,

.

all right. ,Even'the'commercials

were live.

Now, as we become more and more sophisticated With'resOect to

themastery of. motion picture techniques, we become mOre.and more

become thoreedit'Intetestedfin.the-perfeetability of the object...

ing:cOnscioda in motion picture terms.

As our. oapacity to distribute became

richness .of our'sUbject matter increased.

so did ourcapacities. to- employ'techniqUea

tures.
.

more sciphistiCated:the,

And as these developed,
. .

learneCfrom motion pie-

1.1e began to,aimulate the, live experience,, rather than be it.

It!'squitaunderstandable. miOin picture technology'linked

televiSiOn's:ditributiOnftechnology bringe greaterriska and

Iligher,,stakes:in a profit-orientedaystem. .And.motion4aCtUre his -

tory iitiOi.itOgonder andacCompliahthent. :.1kncitany gifted people
.

are thasters: of this art...- .. .

JerfeCtibility:Oftheobject,giFenalgreater:,variety-otf sub

jeOt:thatter,-thUstreasonably't011owtha.thota;centialteChnolOgy.:.

motion'picture'technology,,wa,began:to-edit,' to pre -plan
, . .: , ,

. . ,

AndAri doing66 we. moved farther andfarther.aWayfroththe,



sUbject mgkeriobject:COntinuuM2. jt.then-f011owed.that we moved

farther'from mediuM, potential' and Closer to distribUtion potential.,

AIntelevision.

Meanwhile as the distribution potential increased (more peO-

pleavailable to receive the material) with the advent of videotape;

recording, editing capacitieOncreased still further.

Whereas kinescope had'been used primarily as a means of de-
-

aying'broadcast, videotape could be used this way also, but with

higher signal fidelity. And with increased proliferation through

advanced distribution technology videotape heightened interest in

property.

Videotape became not only a production device, a means of

perfecting the object through start and stop editing, it became a

means of retention with a relatively, high capacity for:fidelity,

given the technology ofteleviSiOn.

Andthe objects,of, teleViSion'became.propertie6 tO:be sold

and /esold'again and

'aven.the history, ofMotionpictureg:as:a.beginning, find. the

camera withsynchronized.:SoUnd-agthe-essentigLytoOls, with videotape

gs(gliroperty.retainer,:lilM*d ieleVisiqd seemed. to come together.:

Andthough,the":meaningof-process is1n:both,';OneAgunlike.

th0;othe*;411-one'bisiC,respectv'Ythetelevition.skatet-added to the

CaMeratheCaPaCitylfor:inStantaneOUS:ManifestatiOnOf the light;

Waves reOected:off.thenbjeCt;photOgraphed.



is is what makes making in television different from making

in film.

The movement of the unformed toward form with subject, maker

and object present in the same time continuum is what many of us

miss from "the old days of live" television.

The filmmaker and videotape makei do not feel this way about,

the matter. And quite understandably so. In television, they are

extending principles developed in the history of motion pictures.

And in many of our grandest moments they, are doing it beautifully.

They have learned how to employ motion pictures' unique tech-

niques for simulating life-like experience in television.

But in only a limited way, are they engaging themselves in te-

evision's medium.

And so unclear are most of, us concerning this subtle distinc-

tion that the national networks consciously add to the inconsistency

and confusion by announcing in multi-media block advertising across

the nation that such and such a broadcast will be "live," while the

major portion of their days ere occupied with broadcasting pre-record-

ed experience be it film or videotape.

SomehOw, somewhere deep in our beings we seem to know that sub-

ett, maker,, object, and:a6it is said in television, viewer -- all

:Present in the_same time continuum is aAife'exPerience rich in pos-

sibility: And cloier to being human, where every day of our lives,

in some wayor another weare engaged in the making process, of
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Moving the unformed toward form.

What-shall we make? What shall we distribute?

Let us look again at the classes,we Were identifying. It has

been suggested that we cannot understand television without appre-
,

ciating the forms of theater, of journalism, of motion pictures and

of radio =- as'these forms Lfluence /television.

We have briefly engaged the,motion picture, and though we may

differ concerning important details in their converging histories,

we certainly cannot fail to appreciate together the influence of the

form of motion pictures upon television.
/

They, both appear to have, begun with a camera. Whereas one

deals with' molecules and light, the other, deals with electrons and.';.

light.

What about the others? What is their influence?

In classing television program experience certainly the live

and the pre-recorded events are all encompassing. What else can a

program be if it is not at least one of these two? Well, it could

be..a combination. Yes, that seems to be true. It could be a com-

.bination of the. two. Wait. Let's step back. There is something

'.peculiar about that combination..

We have an event occurring before us. We have a camera and a

Microphone. They are .sYnchronous'. With the camera we are picking

UP the sight of the event, and with the microphone, its sounds. Are

we not recording then? How so? Well, certainly, what 'is occurring

57
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,
.

on the face .of :the monitor .and in. he sound amplifier is not the.:

event
- .

itself. ':It is a, ,record of the event.
- ,

.

en what is live ?.

ell e not move s6:0Wiftly: that we confuse our-,

selVes. We '11:teturn to the camera and:...the ..microphohe .

They are there, present in the event. Are they in the event?

Are they participants?

Well, yes, or no. . It will depend upon whether those in the

event are aware of the camera's and microphone's presence. But, a-

gain; wait.:.Is 'it the Camera.. or the one who sees: through the view-

firider.-..f.owhiCh (whom) they: ar-e. aware ?. .

.

If a disconnected camera and microphone re simply placed

there ,.would those who are participants in the event be aware of

these inanimate objects? Probably not. Not unless they were in

the, 1%T45r.!

o 'it 'mustrbe the human .presence of whom they are aWare.

rethe cameraman.,and the microphone man in,: the event? If

the others. are aware :'of .those others present then ,they are pro-

bably; aware of..these two people, in some way \or another.

Then, these two are.participating in the event.

The event seems to be a combination at least, of itself and

these two men who see and hear with these instruments.

But, then, what is live? .7 The' event to which the cameraman

and the, inicroPhOne :man have directed their- instruments,: is certainly

8



not:.the:.same,one appearing on' the face . of the monitor, nor

being heard through, the sound amplifier. This latter is 'a record

of the former.

How accurate is it? That is to say, is it an accurate record?

,Well, that mist depend upon a. number of factors, not the least .

of which are two men who are picking up the event so that it will

be recorded on the monitor and the amplifier. But, remember, since

they are there and the others are aware of them, they must be pick-

ing up not only the event itself, but their participation' in it, as

weft.

Let ,us' assume the technology is :operating at optimum condition.

Tho,sights and the sounds are:being recoided:as faithfully as 'the

teChnolOgy will allow.

Now, what is accurate. ?,

An, accurate recording of, the event must include the event, its

participants (Which-include:the two recordists) and an optimum tech!-

nical Condition.'

amitc--- Iwo
NEN
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Since the two recordists are participating in the event, as are

those who comprise the event, then the record, to be accurate, would

seem to have to include the participation of the recordists as

well

So, is this what is meant: by live? It must be

en, it would seem that a live broadcast of an event must be

a record which includes the participation of those who record it

Is there a difference then between, the pre-recorded broadcast and

ihe live broadcast? It would seem that the only formal difference

has to do with .a record which includes the participation of those

who recorded it But certainly in this sense they are participants

in the pre-recorded event.

From the point of reception of him who perceives the sights
_ .

.

and sOunds,On the surface of a television monitor and through the

ConeYbf- an amplifier, the experience'he is attending to ie'a record
.:.,-,:... ...:. ., ..;' ... '. .,.- .. :

.Of*liVeevent. 'So,' why is he so intent.mpon the...object? He knows:

;it is a':record..

He and the receidist.are Participating'in the event in that

neither of them can accurately predict its outcome.

And each, though separately and possibly miles apart, are some-

w sharing that uncertainty in the same time continuum.
r.

'Imagine, the dynamics of this .relationship when compounded by

milliOns, AULte'beyond the immensely sophisticated -relatiOns of:those

whO constitute theecordistst
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NO Wonder:the liVe broadcast is so widely acclaimectubY even

those:whOhave'.not taken:the time.to'study. its nature. Some depth

Off.huManhets is plumbed in those moment's.

So ...-HWe-started Off':tO classify program experience as live

and And:cgTe tp.thie.;.
:, ",,.:

`'itill,broadcast experience can be forMallY.described as recorded

erience. We sewn to attach the word "live" to that, experience in

ich'the record'includes the participation of the recordists, fad,-

tOrs',Of.'unpredidtabilitYt., and the perceiver. of redord:plubthe''
: .:. , . . , ... ...

others all existing' in the same time continuum.' '.

If we'could; shape ."made"'eVent to contain thete qualities;

And-Characteristids,WoUld'belufictioning closelY to the nature



if the television medium.

nowthe question must-be: in analYZing program classes,

can we describe the two all-encompassing classes as live and pre-

recorded?

Of coursewe -can... Because in. ;one, thereCOrd. ie,eiMple conver-

of light, and eoundto,eleCtticity foi..2,the:purposes of -distiibu-'.

t fon. In the'other,:eitherfilM:,otvideotape is employed,: `as well

':Hawmight we further refine the difference, then?

By attempting to understand the~ attitudes and purposes of those

,who shape the program experience.

We've already attempted to understand what we call the"live"

class. These attitudes and purposes are clear in at least a general

Way.

Whab..about.the clae6Of programs- we ''cal l rpre recOrded"V

And at r thie:junctUre We:CoMe nton-thathaater-forni and.!its- - -

influence on television.

For, in .this class of ,.expetiende -be it-studio or . non-studio.

contained, 'the central attitude of the maker: isY,Orie .of eimulation.

,We' are :not: thinking..of simulation as.:Preverication.
. , .

thinking of : lying. We are thinking., of thatattitude which is

central to the theaters the attitude which leads to forming :ex =.

etience insUch, k way. that:. it "appears" This attitude

erniedtes `muCh of what, we Call,-the:history! of Ythoie whc.wotk in the.'

arts''of' motion picture, also:.



And central to , this understanding is, the principle. in theater





We are-trying:o Utiderstand,the nature ofth.e.prerecorded e-,
,

vent. And partiCularly that one we might refer to as "fictional."

7.We'll.c6MeAO'tharterm moment.

What4s:a willingsupension of disbelief?

Itjs an.agieeduPon state of mind. IhatA.s, to saY the the

iartician might,say to his Audienoe, were he:given the:opportUnityto

do so, "let's agree that what is happening here on this stage is hap-

peninghre,and nOWheiee/se and 4.fyou:,Willagree to, that, we will

tiretend-rhat it.iii.itue.H_FOr the, first'ind' only time."-
.

. .

In Order to maintain this-pretending,..nertain formalities, are

agteed:upOn. The diveisity of;:theaterexPetienneHrand:thoSe who follOw

determine'aMeasuredeptance. concerning these: formalities.
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Some:aspeOts of theater fOrm2are excrutiatingly naturalistic.

And for those Who-accept that shape, :the willing suspension of dis-

:belief must be:adutelylieightened by eivisu4 and auditory theatri

,cal performance which is very close to a production of natural, every-

ay,. 'sequential reality.

Other acceptances are of different kinds. Some theatrical'

`forms are highly presentational, as against the representational

ialhiCh:.characterizee naturalistic theater. In these forms, signs and

...symbols designthe events in theatrical space. The willing suspen-

disbelief has appended to it an implication that if the au-

dience will .use its imagination, natural sequences,' sounds, and dia-

lOgue will be made to "stand for something else," . 'some meaning im-
.

.H
plied; in theirformal combination.

Between what wemight calfrepresentiitional theater, oh.the

.:one hand, and presentationaltheater.on the other, there.is a rich

variety in the formation of the potsibl.

But, Ancluding the poles And:between theM, a common element

It isdialOgue

:,And.whether the theater4ncludes.&theaandmusic independently

well A.t.iS diaioiue which binds all.theaterexperience to

:Dialogue does not ,neceesarily:.mean words and sentences exchanged

betWeen humans eomething or someone other than themselves:

,What is central' to the idea of dialogue is story telling; And story.



telling is central to the :theater

"Let' s agree that what: is happening here on this: stage :is ,hap.7

4ening here :and noWhere, else.. If you :agree.: to that We'will pretend

:.that- 1.6 true. And for the :first 'and only time," , saYs the theatri-:

cian to his audienCe.

lie' contains and invigorates that state of mind by

story:in a way which imparts those qualities:

And if there. is A.willing suspension. of disbelief.:
- . : H.

us ail,. in that theatrical moment, we will. All pretend to

..story. And, pretending, if it is perfornied superbly and

with its form; we Will:all know it is .true.

telling a

which joins

believe the

consistent

If we have accepted:the formality which is theater.

And in the sOlendid art of motion piCtUres,though' the. manage-

ment of its substance is handled differently ,'much of the theater's

history iS central, too

Until the motion picture entered our OveS as an independent

fOrmi.'6Ur. theatrical formalities confined to an: architectural

space to Which we had .tO go. in order to gather in the experience.

en motion pictures 'Came along, that technology made. it possible

for the theatricianturnedmotion, pictUrerMaker to 'exceed the bound,-,1

aries: of architectural-sOace.

:When he completed his stOryi.howeVer; of whatever accepted
- . -

theatriCat forM it took, he : reiurned to the architectural spiCe, o

:the-theater.' And invited his .aUdienCe tn.jOin him there,



And he requested the same of them as his theater predecessors

had before him.

He said, in effect, "if you will willingly suspend your dis-

belief about the actions that, will take place here and now ,,I will

tell you my version of a story."

And so, the movies extended the impulses of the theater by

permitting the movie-theatrician to go beyond the limits of theater

architecture.

He invited us to return to the stage, however. And built a

theater in which to place his stage.

take `a

And his stage is a screen off which light is reflected so that

:we may See.'.

When sound recording arrived WmadeAt.pOss.ible for us to .

hear ;As well

But :in` a theater,

A unique characteristic of television is that the "audience"

need not go to the theater. It can stay at home. And the "stidience"

for a television program beComes a vast complex of separated privacies
_

oined in .a commorvexperience,;and often 1n: time as well
.

,Where is the "audience"? If there is still any question about

StOr3i:telling:beingCentral to thetheaer and to Motion pictUres,'

moment ,out to reflect upon the word; audience.

In reflection,,.we no doubt:come upon tele-

s special Word for us, the "vielaerS;!!

6



Yet,_. viewers or adience,at the core of our preteCorded ex-

erience in television is the notion of story telling.

Of course, not all pre-recorded television experience seems,

quite accurately described as story telling. But it is a reasonable,

way, to try to understand the class, because it is the attitude that

we are trying to distinguish. The attitude has to do essentially

with "this is the place where it's happening now, And if you will

suspend your disbelief about such matters, um will all, pretend it's

true -- for the, first and'only time."

So, some:can fruitfully .think Of the broadcaSt,of a-pre-record-
.,

'ed eXperience.asa pretending.

In this respect,' it is different-from the live brOadcast, which

s an event recorded on monitor faces and in "amplifier Columni.in.the
. .

same time continuum as the perceiver and the pAiticipantwho-partic-

Ipate with'Cameras and microphones.,,.

Jf it is true that this storytelling attitude is. central.

t epre7recorded broadcast experiende, then:it TIO doubt follows that

certaini Ihfluences.frOm the theater are active in the umrk.

,StOry telling in the theater is:drama:',' Drama is. literature..

Iheatricaljiterature is dialogue:literature.

Our reflections upon these variouAithenomenA,:'upon these forms:
. .

And,their influeriCe6- are being diiActed:to Our'hOped7for-Understandr.

ing- of "the teleVisiOn medium..

n trYingtO understAnd.thiS newer form,', de-are_trying.td
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identify itS,,UniqUe characteristics.

Itsmostcnique characteristic; we feel is Centered -in its

capacity to Convert lightand sound waves:to electricity

Becaude of this-converSion:theliVeadcast4S posSible..

i_ivel)rOadcast.haS certain remarkable characteristics to which

we've turned our. attenticin.i

its
:.tinda question we are trying to answer is: liow

lifelike nature in the desigricf a "made" object?

ri coming to this answer, we have encountered a class

can we employ,

.

castexperience we.have called pre-recorded.

of broad

And' we are trying to understand the differences which

the .live broaddast from the pre - recorded' broadcast in other than

technical terms.

separate

We are speCUlating about .a difference in attitude,on the part

of All' participants between one and the other..

itseema'reasonable.tcmonder whether theattitudei:that pre:

.wail in the pre=recorded event are:not:influenced by:those:which

hive derived from theatrical experience and theater forms.

Four major elements have merged in this speculation: the

principle of the willing suspension Ofdisbelief; thccentral"char-

eCter:of story.telling,.theinsistence:mpon theilluSloccifthefirst

arid:on/ytimeT, Snd.the-Persistent confinement Cf,theeterjOrm-te.

theater: !

TeleVisionIsinot theater. No theater,architectureneed be

0



involve :'Because light7and-soUndl is converted to electricity, and .

these-conversions are transmitted. to another "place ", theater space

s'eliminated.

A new space emerges.

Videospace.

-Videospace is not theater space.

It is not, architectural.

And when-a live broadcast occurs in videospace it is not theat-
,

rical. But, when a pre-recorded broadcast occurs in videospace, those

o gave it its shape tend to function as though they were in theater

Space.

Their attention is directed to the studio, which is no more

than a motion picture maker's version of the stage.

Of course his great freedom was given him when he could leave

:the architectural sOace of the theater. And he did so. But, before

he returned to the theater architecture to present his version of

the 'story, he constructed, a controlled environment in which he could

Carefully arrange the environment to suit the ends he sought.

He-also went outdoors. He went beyond this architecture to

the world around him.

t, in his attempts to ,umake a theatrical-like event he had ,

to control a "stage -like" environment.

He constructed. a studio.

a television studio is like a motion picture studio.

7



Remember, the pre-recorded event we are most concerned with

at this juncture is the one whose description we've borrowed from

literature: the fictional event.

It is not an altogether satisfying term, but it does help us

to understand the influence of the theater upon television. And in

employing it, it does help us to understand attitudes which derive

from what we have termed theater space -- and oppose those that we

are trying to understand with respect to what we have termed video-

space.

story telling in the theater is drama. Drama is literature.

Theatrical literature is dialogue literature.

And whether the theatrical form is representational or presen-

tational, whether naturalistic or symbolic, it is humans who perform

the story.

Dialogue is central to this form, because in theater space,

humans, as forms moving and voices speaking, are central.

And central to attitudes which evolVe from such doncein. is

.:.theAaneWe can describe as "pretending,''

A prerecorded broadcast such as we are considering can be

Hthought of,- then, as a pretending,

And this pretending, to which we give credence0macome from

our experience irLtheater space,
.

Buta'new space exists. We are calling it videospace. And the

trceiver of experience in this medium need not leave his home.



e experienceoccurs in videospace which is generany situated

in an environment more private and intimate than public.

The sights and .Sounds which odcur .in videospace ten& to occur

n private.

This may be something neW to think about. But before we :can

we must.: stay with the theater and its influence on the attitudes, of.

those who compose a pretending in television.

Primarily, in this sense, we are influenced by story telling.

And dialOgue, or humans moving and speaking in theater space attracts

our creative forces.

"Let's agree that what is happening here on this stage is hap-

pening here and nowhere else. If you agree to that .we will pretend

that it is true -- for the first and only, time." This is what the

theatrician:Might tell his audience were he 'given the Opportunity, .:

For the first and only time.

That's 'the possibility that joins the theater to teleyisicm'
,

MostUnreSerVingly. ''.The first and' only

The:noticin of "the ,firSt% and only time" is in. the broadcast"'of
.

e

It is thefirStandonlytime

"Because, of the unusual ending," says the motion picture dis-

ributor. or theater Manager', 'Patrons will not be seated in the \final,

twenty minutes."

"DOn't, tell your , friends who the killer " 'says another.



y?

Because in story telling, the unpredictable', the inability

to predict the outcome, that makes the story so lifelike.

Everyone participates in the event -- whether live and actual

or predetermined and fictional.

And in either case, if it is performed superbly and consistent

with its form, we will all know it's true.

Someone has said, "Truth is not what we discover. It 'what

we create.:"'

one..is

The feeling generated in that statement can'be valuable when

re'flecting on. the unique . charact eris t ics of the .televis ion

Medium.

In part, it is because of ,the place of videospace, which is

.essentially' a private, not a ,public place

WOnld it not be consistent with our understanding of the qual-

,ities of the live .event tO suggest that if . the 'made" event were

formed in 'such a way that the perceiver could 'Participate in some

:sense as the maker,has the ''made" event would be lifelike?.
The television medium has unique chracteristics' which" tend to

,:suPport this Pothsibility.

But let us not mislead ourselves. In no case,

of, life as it appears in videospace, be it live Or

ersede..aCtual, :ton-going,' aMbiant and : concentrated

e are,thinking about Ithe made fOrm, not the

does the record

pre-recorded, su

natural life.

natural form.



We are thEnking about form.

We are thinking about art.

e are thinking about art in a newer ": medium.

And we are trying to understand the nature of the forms not

Only unique to, but influencing the television medium.

We have come to this.

Because of television a unique:technology, a: live event occur-

ring in :one place appears, to be occurring in another at the same time

The:appearance occurs in videospace:

The event has the participation of both recorder and perceiver

in that ;both cannot predict the outcome of the event.

This is the special character of what we have termed the live

broadcast. Though the influences of theator and motion picture forms

are certainly present here their influence is diminished by the ac-

tnal...sequential unpredeterminedunfolding of'..natural experience.-.

The event is not "made" in the sense

"non-natural" event.

:In this, the pre-recorded event the influence of theater and

,rnotion picture forms' is very great.

we have applied to the

How can we capture what is unique to the television medium

and "formalize" It?

One, and the principal consciousness, is to shift our attitudes

from theater space to videospace.

We must, separate ourselves from the theater, or at the very



leaSt appreciate its immense influence When we apply ourselves to

orms,indigenous to videospace.

If subject,- maker, and,'object can be present in the same time

tontinuum,,, it may Serve.

If the object, is made to appear live the perceiver may partic-

ipate in the feeling of unpredictability concerning its outcome just

as he has learned to do in theater and motion pictures.

But in videospace terms, not in theater space terms.

If formalities in theater space are designed to anticipate a

willing Suspension.of disbelief, and designed to tell a story, and

, are made to appear as though they are occurring for the first and

only time -- how can we apply such pretending, for pretending it

must be, to the made event designed to occur in videospace?

Formally, we must resist..

The farther -we can remove ourselves from the influence of

'theater space, the closer we shall move toward videospace.

The farther we can remove ourselves from pretending, the closer
,

we will Move toward the'nature of the medium of television.

If we are"able to do this, we may discover the art of the medi-

`.\

It maYhave ,story telling characteristics. But of a new all-
at-once order. But it won't be pretending.

It may have. words and sentenCes. But not pretense. It may,

ire humans.. But. not; humans pretending, not slices of life.

6



:

We. will not ask' one 'another to suspend otir 'disbelief.
e :trying nOt .to pretend.

And the occurrence in videospace will appear for the first time.

But:not for the: first and only,time.

We may 'he .able.to experience it again

Let s move ',around.
-:





The first and, only time First , - yes. But why only?

Because the technology is moving swiftly. And just as sound

recording moved music from the concert hall to the home, so video-

tape recording and playback technology is expanding in the same di-

rection.

And how appropriate. Since that is the location of videospace.

What will it be? What will be the contexts in which this will

occur?

Well, for one; it likely that cablevision technology will

have greatly proliferated. We will be capable of selecting one from

many 'channels of possibility. As many as twenty or more

There will be less' dependency on national networking,as we
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know it today. In this form it may not exist at all.

Further, the size of the surface of our monitor' will no doubt

ve increased. Indeed, our monitor will probably not look like the

old box at all It will probably be designed to appear more like a

blank hanging picture.' There will be many sizes. One for every

pocketbook. SWIM may, indeed, be as large as the wall itself.

But, with respect to our quest, the most marvelous technical

development of all we will be able to program what we like, and

in our own time. That is to say, just as we have a record player

for our sound recordings today, in the future it very much looks

like we will have a sound and sight playback device, as well.

Though-this technology is with us today, it will probably not

get to the home in the manner we, are describing for, perhaps, a

half dozen years. Electrons move us swiftly, however; we must be

careful about predicting events of this nature too conservatively.

Given the nature of the economy in which we now dwell, if the pub-

lic the public will have it. Or, whether the. public seeks

:it oilnot, if it SeeMs,a'feasible-means of making a profit, the peor

ple may be made to feel. we want it.

In any case, it is diffioultto imagine Our not having it, one

way or the other.

we no doubt

And when that time arrives we will be able toprogram our own

choices in videospace.'



e question persists -- just as when we, look at one' another
s

'what will we distribute ?.

And that something to think: about..

The activities of .those who ate thoughtful about the medium
n'.

and videospace will be thinking and conceiving very much in pre -re-

corded': terms.

Will this new'potential be Only an extension of the theater,

joutnalism, motion pictures and radio? Or, will we be making *in a

form Whose shape is derived from the nature of the medium?

That's .another part of the:exploration to reflect upon.
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Videospace, can be employed in two different ways: (1) as a

terminal in the transfer of, sound and visual images from one point

to another, or (2) as a field in which the mix finally occurs.

In'one,.the tools and techniques are essentially those of the

theater and of motion pictures. In the other the tools and" tech-

niques are electronic and uniquely television's.

Used in either way and either pre-recorded or live, videospace

is television's space. None other.

Video6pace is: a new 'tern' that May help us to become acquainted

with the teleVision medium:in ways:wehave not thought of in conven-

:tiOnal practiOe.

Videospace is mosaic.'. Mosaic composed of sights and sounds.



What is seeable and seen; what is hearable and heard. The material

of videospace is electronic. Electrons are quintessentially motion.

, In videospace, the light and sound have been converted to elec-

tricity. Electticity is the movement of electrons. And the movement

f electrons in videospace can be designed to look like and be heard

ltke the natural world. The images can be representational. The

images can also be, made, to look like and be heard like whatever shapes

we choose of an unnatural kind. To be sure, we who make, being humans,

select our images from our experience of, the natural world. But given

nature as a source, our experience and imagination as perspective, we

can combine images in such a way as to create a form essentially re-

ferential as against representative.

Motion, or movement, is the combining.

Motion IA irrevocably central to

because electrons are central.

an understanding of the medium,

A motionless:electron'is almoSt unthinkable, because to be tdo-

tionles6 Wouldi)ato change its 'nature.

The face of the television monitor upon which visual images

play is of twedtiensicnsvheight and width. In this respeCtiit is

.somewhat like the sOfaces upon.which the graphic:arts are.played.::

Theirs are tum-dithensional* also

Because of theelectrOnic,nature:ofthe teleVision mediuwthis

two dimensional-surfaceis in motion..

And-thoughAtvheight'and width can be,variatie it is always,
.



in the ratio of 3 x 4., This surface is three units high and four

units wide; a rectangle, in effect..

This i6 the territory, the geography of videospace. This too,

will: change , but for the moment this it is.
Electrons are the material, from which images are made in video-

space. But these electrons are the result of' a, conversion of .a light

.

usorce and a sound source to electricity.

It is this .notion. of conversion which gives us a clue to a new

way of thinking about the medium whose expression can be objectified

in videospace.

For, in the principles of conversion we come upon a new kind

of instrumentation. And it is with these newer instruments that new

forms of expression may emerge. Another means of expression is avail-

able to us if we elect to acquaint and, sophisticate ourselves with

these new instruments.

'Microphones .have been-with us for a long time. Audiotape,

lesser time Electric cameras even "a lesser. And,videotape is the

newest of these four.

Microphones and electric camerae convert sound and sight to

electricity. Audiotape and videotape record and playback devices

convert this electricity to .a compatible mode which makes possible

the retention, and reconversion' of these impulses:"

Amplifiers have been with us for a long time. Viewing-monitors

or a lesser time.



These, together with the mOdulation,amplification,:Synchront-

'Zation.and storage circuitry required, constitute the essential in

strumenta Of-the medium...ElectrOns are the material.

VideOspaceAsthat environment in which the combined conver-

eionS of light and sOund to electriCity OCcur perceivably and formal-

.'ly.

Though we have tended not to think this way, this is the only

environment in which these conversions can occur expressively, save

one

Theycan occur on bscillosCopesi as sine curves and wave forms.

But this fOim of expression ,Islese readily available, it having been

.devised essentially for the.engineer to realize and measure the fi-

nite of.electronic motion.. Conversion, modulation, Ampli-
.

.fiCation, synChtonization, and storage is maintained by complex cir-

cuitry, and the relations of these circuits and the power which sus

tains the flow of electrons through them, must be balanced and syn-

chronized.

Balance, synchronization and measurement is perceivable. Since

the electron flow, itself, is not perceivable directly, its activity

is indirectly known through recognizable patterns appearing on the

surface of these oscilloscopes. And though one can argue that this

is a form of expression, it is such only insofar as it serves the

experience occurring in videospace.

Indeed, one may even use the sine curves and wave forms, but



- .

their, use would apply:, to ,videospace -in:sUch case

measurement of electron6 'in -motion.

and not to the

Videospace 'is that environment in which the OoMbined conver-
.

sions of light' and sound to electricity occur. 'Perceivably and
. . ", . ,, ,.

formally. It is here where expression is realized.

Videospace is a hearing as well as a seeing.

What might we hear in videospace?





Perhaps the Most remarkable thing one can say about sound i

that it is always with us. Apparently;, we are hearing all the time

of .our lives. We are hearing. But, do we listen? And what do we
.

.

hear?, .The answers to these questions may represent each .of our most

..-individual characteristics.

I4ow, these thoughts have little to, do,with the old philosOph7

. lc saw 'about the tree which falls in the forest, does it or does it

not make a sound if no.,one is pie s efiti Of course; that puzzle is ir-

relevant UnXess.one is sPeculatingabout:phyaical :laws: Sound., is

one. thing:And sound waves and ear drums - are something else&

Sound is something:which. carbe_heaid.

When we do we Can .1)e very . deeply of .

If 'we- listen.



The fact that few of us spend much time in vacuums makes

sound'S all-embracing presence constant.. But'sOmething:else. 360

degrees worth. Whereas the other means by which the outer world tm-
,

'pinges on, our nervous system tend to be directional, the remarkable

capacity of the human hearing organization gives us the power to re-

ceive sound from all degrees of angle and direction. And simultan-

eously. If we listen.

We are wrapped in sound. We are bathed in sound. Sound be-

comes the very texture of the air through which we breathe and move

from the moment we emerge from the womb. Whereas, up to that moment,

we had been bathed in a salty liquid fluid -- when we leave our
/

mother s warm ocean we enter a new environment. And we are bathed

in sound. Air is not only sustenance. It is a continuous medium --

for sound to mingle and shimmer in And no matter where we are with

respect :to the surface of the planet, we are always at the center of

sound. In every direction we move, we are as a sound-borne ship in-

terrupting the remarkable convergencies of all else that is and move:.

Certainly any aspect of acculturated man would not have occurred

the way it'has without this audible presence. Speech? Reason? Lit-

erature? Would any of these remarkable inventions been possible if

all were absolute, relentless, blank, endless silence? Helen Keller

wouldn't have been able to'ever speak if it had not been for sound

she couldn't hear. And were it not for this incredible capacity, our

predecessors of'some thousands of yearstumuld not have discovered the



.1vsteriousVbcallolds.. HOW much is spbechiatOpY:oftniversal sound? ,

How'Much is rational thought? Sound is a super trip. And men coin

Menced thejourney millions of years ago..

What magnificent order,of the human nervous system has accepted .

e responsibility for hearing? Whatjteeps each of us:from being lost.

in the continuous ambient sound babble? Why do some of us hear one

thing, and others'anothet as we all congregate to do whatever we all

are-doing?.

ShakeSpeare wanted us to lend him our ears. Lend, not give.'

e:icneW'that'umuld be Impossible. He probably also knew that words'

not enough.

And they aren't. Not when it comes to this super journey we

are all taking in this sea of air which is the special environment

f organic animal life. Words are not enough if we choose to listen.

Music attests to that.

And music is simply another ordering of sound possibility. An

Oat a composer does is coax out from the immense mosaic another as

pect of man's uninterrupted statement of pattern. He makes a kind

of bas- relief of sound. He employs his capacity to be discrete. He

--uses his discretion, given certain sophisticated perceptions. And

if we're willing, we might hear what he hears. What he hears?

Where did he hear it if it didn't exist before be discretely

made it?,. Made this pattern which is.his'ordering of- sound perception./

He heard ;:it in this sound -air we all live in together. And some



ordering principle preSentjnhis nervous system mulled it over.
, .

And came .up:with:this possibility` which he:made.. And it isn't a

word. But it is sound. And we can hear if we listen.

Now, take television, for instance. Those who manage and are

responsible for this technology do so as if they had no ears. In

view of the nature of sound presence, this is almost incredible.

But, not quite. Because we all must know that we of the Western

world have been taught and guided by a rather narrow principle:

seeing is believing. It's not the only principle, of course, but

ever since we started to reason, which apparently began about

Plato's time -- this notion of "seeing is believing" has permeated

much,of our lives. Of course, it is a true statement. But, so is

"hearing is believing," or "smelling is believing," etc. Apparently

,..we've put a very great deal of our attention on this "seeing is believ-

ing" matter. And, it may have narrowed our experience. Not that

life for us in the West hasn't been enormously fruitful; for it has

But, perhaps there are marvelous.qualities native to the human organ-

ism which lie fallow. Because they are not touched only by this

"seeing is believing" wand.

In any case, those who concern themselves with the shapes

television have not been very attentive.

not played, with sound.

.Tell. a vision.,

Of course,:yadio took care of allthat, some may feel. Hearing

We who work in this medium



,for thothe-whO manage radio. And when television be-

tama a part of our lives, many of ,us simply turned our ears away.

Not:actually.but apparently., ThiSc.too, is understandable when we

remin&ourselveaoftelevision s invention: to transmit (electric/

radio). photographed images.:

But, now we're becoming aware. And some of us are beginning

Ito wonder about a medium whose capacities are greater.

The television medium is as capable of giving form to sound

to sight. To fully appreciate this, however, we must begin

o listen.

The technology is available. There is simply no question

about that

What we have to raalize is that experience is limited without.

Indeed, it isn t even true.

And, furthermore, as we listen -- learning how to believe this

we have to attend to the fact that most of what we hear is not a

..composition of words..

This will be Immensely difficult for those of us who'are re-
,

sponsible for television. Partly it will be difficult, because many

of us do not attend to images, sign or symbol in sight either. Most-

, ly we're concerned with getting something distributed somewhere.

'As .77 with respect to sound ..Someone's fingers moving

across a piano keyboard, :or. someOne'slips pursed abOutan oboe reed,

r-theA)ell:of ii.horn,..rabOW slicing a curiousapace; .or someone's



Mouth about tO:slieak' orspeaking, Or teeth, 'Or ; hands. Or feet.

Or , waistlines. Or throats and stomachs with little jackhammers

floating in them performing bubbles. Or print floating by Or faces.

With hair. Or, without hair? .:All 'of it.' Distributed. Somewhere.

What do:We hear?

Do. we hear anything?

What is, noise?

ThetelevisiOnmediUM can be a hearing and a:seeing. And a -

`".being. Arid a belieVing-, if anyone cares,` about

. Cubism, collage,:mOsaid.

In 'sight. Insound. Out of eight..v
Just as light,nOt illumination, often reveals ita,:object.in

shadOW. -- so sound, not wore .or musicreyeals, its object in silence,
,,.

r, at least, its muted. bsende: Often.' But not often enough in the

television medium.

Just as general:pradtide teievieian.reveals an abhorrence

fOr "black " (an 'etbsence of picture ) , so does it abhor silence, or for

what passes.. as absence- of sound...

SO, great is the concern for an object of distribution that an

.-.unrevealing fear guides the minds of:those who 'manage .the mediUm
,

.

the fear that ,if there, is ."black":and "'Silence the distribution ob-

ject, ', 'the viewer,.,:will.:go Of course :he won't go away. He_

tan' :Unless at that moment, he dies. ". But,: he can direct:his. aiten-

tiOnelsewhere.' WOilild he direct:his attentiOn elsewhere if 'others':



attention were directed to him whose organism includes capacities

'for "lightless" and "soundless" landscapes? For those "blinding" in-

sights which are his alone? For, that timeless vacuum of the spirit

that "unmanaged," is capable of being instantly filled? Who knows?

Can we think about ambiance, together? Ambiance may prove to

be for the art historian of the future a very central part of the

subjeCt matter of the contemporary artist. The television medium is

remarkably conformed to give meaningful form to 'ambient. sight
, and

We are all becoming so acutely aware of one another! s pres-

whe ther or not we want' to::: be . The artist no .less than:the

cest of us._ And so much'of the contemporary huMan act is, manifeat

n, an ambient present.

With respect to sound , for .lns tance , noise has other meaning

then that attributed to; it by those remarkable mathematicIans'and

scientists who devised, the prganization and language of inforMation

thecity'.. From Which ihe models , of 'the communication. process 'have ]

. ,

.::grown and.made their mark. Noise is not simply:interruption of sense
- -

,:and, reason,: not merely an intrUsion:Upon an OrderlY condition. In
- -

the.urbat life of modern man, :noise can be thoUght bf as texture in

'and ,out : of whidh our aural ": consciousness weaves our Individual thread
. -

. .

_

of perception.,: Out of which we-keep. track of ;our Identity in the

sound -air.' thrbugh which we artist might proceed that I

Ineiead of snppressicin :it beCesies awarenes-e an: invitation to



disCretain another way than target consciousness.,.:

Do you ever:haVe.the IOeling.that thecliArity we seek is not

at -the center ofoUr.Attention but at its edge? That,' somehow, the

.sOund.and.the vision is trying to.break.through,at the outer peri-

meter? ':That that's where "the other" is, and 'that we must turn to

listen and to see? That the "natural" order is no longer sequence?

That'sequence is something,, but not enough?

Where is where we. are.. when we're trying to make out the sur-

'face of the moon through the thousands of bubbling dots that are

.brewing on our television monitor which is almost instantaneously

reorganizing radio signals into recognizable shapes that were first_

, light reflected through a lens to an electric/mosaio in a television

camera 280,000-miles away. Where we are is where we were before it

And with respect to:sound was.it only Frank Borman 's voice?

Or was it his voice, plus static plus'other voices at Houston, plus

the-clock ticking on themantel, plus the:baby stirring'in the other,

can of beer, plus the dog bark-

Plus, the awesome awareness

ears: Plus our wife's exclam-

room, plus'a neighbor shouting over a

ing, Plus:an:airplane flying overhead.

of:our own. heartbeat thrumming in.our

ation as we knocked over the ashtray while jumping up to.shOut "Look

;at the'bloody moon!"

And then; looking out the window...And seeing it for the first

:.time in the old way..,



The teleVision medium is a remarkable means to express our

SeiVes:in:the aMbiant.:just ae.itAs-d;remarkable means for a great

manyto share the 'naturaLsequentidi event...

theie!e lots :.to be said for television. More thanmeets

the eye.

Of sound, there is more

So -- here is tfie medium other than an agency for distribu-

tion. Here is the newest surface, the newer space. And in the

newer space we can hear one another. But not necessarily as Jour

nalistic documents. Nor as candid photos with candid sounds, all

sliced out of life. But as real, where we are all makers.

An idiot box? Why an idiot box? Who decided that?





' Wht:id-theater-epeee.with.tedpect,.to,aieleviSion studib?

'.One can see_it, best wherpon entering a studio, he:squints

his
. .

tyew:andblurs' the:edges_of.,hiiiseeing::.ge.Will catch the out-,

jine of a proscenium arCh;:'Not:always,but:very,frequently:

And when.he Cannot:seeltheproscenium arch',-he might step

back .and .see; the cameraplacementore or less lined up in a.slight-'

ly arcing row; as, in the orchestra. Not always but a very great deal

:Of,the

r,:ifstill-hecannbt perceive. its' outline,: he may ,lift

head:and;eee:thOighting:inStrUmente'bf::.the:theater: 'Yes some

Jitudiosemployslight:yefinementsofthe4nstrumente.., Put,by,,and:

large, they: are`.



He may discover other clues. He may notice how quickly cable

can be tied in knots if the cameras are moved 360 degrees. They are

rarely moved so; power outlets are usually lined up along walls.

Not always. But quite frequently.

Of course, the very strongest clue of all will be the set.

Though the dimensions of its flats will be of a different order than

those used on the stage, they will have a similar Shape and, more

frequently than not, be made of the same materials.

Another clue might be perspective; the way a painter has ap-

plied line and color to the muslin surfaces. Or the pot of sizing

standing by with a still-wet brush where a newly erected angle of

cloth has been placed to appear to look like the corner of a build-

ing.

If the studio is being used to contain a drama that day

there will be planes and angles, steps and masses, glasses and spoons,

and chairs and beds and food and water. And pillows and cupboards

and refrigerators and stoves.

And if anyone is having difficulty understanding the emphasis

on moving photographs being distributed from one place to another,

move around this simulated "real" made world, and see what light waves

will pass through the lenses of the cameras.

Those who are responsible for that environment are essentially

concerned with theater space. Only as it applies to an accurate trans-

fir of the picture are they very much intfireSted in conversion.



Conversion has something to do with electricity. Let the

concern themselves with that.

Theater space is only a few feet away. Videospace is miles.

Videospace is the depository of a thousand nerve paths. The-

ater space is of, the body, of the outside of the head. Not the in-

side. The outside of the spirit, not the inside.

Theater space is concerned with matters that are experienced

from the outside in Videospace is the other view of that possibil-

ity.

What is theater space with respect to a television studio?

It isborn of the architecture of the theater. And borrow-

ing from the history. of motion pictures, if we can afford it,

studio is huge. It 'is as large as our monies will allow.

"Silence," announces, the fioor manager.

aier! ',Managerl

"Placesi please," says the,otheri

OUT

Manager! Stage Man.!'

How in heaven's name can, anyone function,"live as another is

pointing his finger with one hand and toward a red light on a camera

with the other?

Red in our culture l'as,alwaysimOlied danger. Stop! Beware!

on .t enter! StayoUt!'

ese encumbrances are television's application Of`theater :

.praCtiCe:throUgh motion pictUie, studio 'practice in lineage..
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going backstage. Or on stage.

They are probably designed in practice to have.sOmething to

do with a curtain going up or the mysterY of. tiioving out of "real"

life into "pretend" life.

Actually, only a professional performer can handle the shock

of that intense psychological shift. And ,even he trembles at the

leap. he' s got to make.

The non-performer is often wiped out. How often the screen

reveals, in the early moments of a program purported to engage non-

performers; a stiff and unlifelike individual who, as the experience

,unfolds, we discover is a human like ourselves despite the pretend

environment in which he has been asked to function.

He's in theater space all 'right, and how uncomfortable ; "he

how uncomfortable he often makes us feel!

in theater space. He'd be better off at home,

'Seems. 'And

He' s

often

where he

can trust others to accept Mtn as he is.

No, unfortunately, theater space is not restricted to

tional event in a television seudio.

Theater is practically alWays

in sequence. Predetermined.

And without.the support of .,suspensions of -.disbelief,

of the story to be told, theater space can make people feel very

strangely-displaced in a television Studio.

the fiC,

there. Linear discrete, formed

It's partly the history of. the theater end partly that of
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motion pictures which has created this dilemma for the non-performer.

For, the performer, it is not even television. It's the stage.

With cameras, and lights. Or it's the motion, pictures. With cameras

and lights.

It'S. only ielevisiOn if ies:broadCast:live. And forthe:per--

former whose tradition theater Space, likeiheSe who sustain these
,

conventions learned from other forms -- it's the distribution that he

is most concerned aboue.

From theater space. Which is in a television studio. Which

is like a motion picture studio. Which grew from the forehead of

the stage.

Theater space is close to television as distribution medium.

Videospace is close to television as medium.

Both are valuable to our cultural life. We ve had plenty of

the former. We might now begin to think of-this newer way.

In videospace the images can be human-like, as are those drawn

from the history of the theater and of motion pictures -- from theater

space. But it may be true that they are more videospace-like if they

are conceived with the television monitor's motion and its two dimen-

sionality central.

They may be closer to the nature of,the meal= - its 'llveness"

- if,they-dre conceived to match the newer makingI3rOcesSds.wellv

-,not TredeterMined,'fipt rehearsed,-not-fixed. 'BUt.emerging.from

cumiCribed,Area spontaneity and tnprovisation'are allowed





at is the role or function of journalism in :the television

T influences from the history:of theater.and motion. pictures

plaY,Any partAr:such a:functiOn?

Take;a film doCUmentary for instance -Where do'these in-:.

luendes meet kn.stch:aform?': Is jOurnalism., theater or StotioniAc7,:.:

turescentral?':Certainly not the television medium, Save:as.it is

employed as a system of distribution.

Yet, 'it is undoubtedly true also, that the growth of the film

documentary is' directly: relate& to.the growth of the teleVision*&

s the':ContentOf,:the'filig'docuMentirSva_maiter for journalists-
,

, -

o determine, or filmmakers, orteieVision distribution agentSV Does;..

.



the theater, play any partin sUch,substantiVe'decisions?

What is the-essential differenCe between news that willbe

. presented
:

ented each day at 6:00 and 10:00 P.m. and a film doCumentarY

:which is assigned to a filmmaker inMarchto be distributed by tele-

vision "in 'September?

The edges are blurring. Is there something in television

that is contributing to this confusion in definition?

If it is it must have something to do with this unique "

feeling everyone has about television.

For instance, the news that is to be distributed at 6:00 and

10:00 will be preceded by an announcer's voice which will say some-

thing like this "Channel X brings you the Channel X News live from

Central City." Next we are introduced to an individual of coridal

but authoritative mien, who as a rule, is just completing the shuf-

fling of some manuscript papers at his desk. He looks at us intent-

ly, introduces himself and proceeds to tell us what is happening.

Who is telling us 'what is happening?

Most important to the point, however, is an announcement at

the end of the program which has included (besides cordial and pene

t.

-

'tating:authoritativeAndividualb) film or_videotape inserts., A
. .

graphic statement will read or anlannouncerwill-say, ."portionS, Of

the preceding prograu(haVe. been pre - recorded." .

ThoSe whoHmanagethe:television medium seemtoyant to beder

able:stO,distinguish between the:live and, the non4ive:



eVent.

y does this concern, them Is it laws or fiat or morality,

or what ?.

s 'there' something "made" about one and not the other? Is it

possible they may-feel we might: think one 'is one. thing and. other
:

-

is another?

is super consciousness of "liveness" occuraagain and again

in the: television medium,

Something . unique andrealarkabl hap:, become:a part of Our lives .

'AnOther question that troubles.. journaliata:: what is arCedir..,

torial in television? Is a: film documentary:thaped . in any way ,by an
1 4 ,

oT,Outting another can a .jOurnalist repbrtingthe ,

news have An opinion: aboUt what . he is reporting?

What. is his face saying that his lips are not? Or, :What are

is, lips saying that his words are not? What is, happening when he

ooki directly, .at us during this live distribution? Or, when he drops

is eyes and looks at his manuscript about which he seems to be mak;.

1



ing a point of our concern, as well Is, he telling us he has pre-

viously written the words? Who wrote the words? Or is he looking

for his place?

Is he a performer, a journalist, or what?

Is he able to tell us how he feels? Is he able to keep from

telling us?

When is he allowed to tell us and when is it bad form?

Bad form. What is the form?

Many of these questions will appear either irrelevant or im-

pertinent to some. For instance, everyone seems to know the differ-

ence between the news and a film documentary. But do we actually?

In either presentation, are we clear about the histories of theater,

journalism, motion pictures, and radio as they influence our efforts

in television? Do we know how these influences shape the substances

our efforts contain?

And do we appreciate the importance of understanding the dif-

,ferences which separate the live from the pre-recorded event?

Television seems to possess dynamics not attributable to other

.

Ittipracilce,alerts us,toa CertEiin.ConsCiOUsness We may not

have previOUsly'experienced in our acculturation.

Newspapers' and magazines-Seemyto.be.clOter in lineage to
,,

Oraturi. .PUbliC.affair6,:news, ancLfilm documentary programs appear

toTbe:,closer'to.motion'pictures and theater history which in turn
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as storytelling faiths ley.eVenat base, precede literature.

What isapUblic affairs program ? AoW:dOes'Its claea differ

frOm that'which'iatOnventionally terMed-"CUltural affairs"?

Is
.. . _

one"opiniOn" and the'other.nOt?.Does one approach more

formal definition, as say art does, or does the other have itself,

a recognizable form as formal as those attributed to culture?.

Are news and public affairs alike? Is there any news in cul-

tural affairs?

'Why does conventional television ,practice make the distinction

nyway? What are we who manage television saying to our public?

Is entertainment cultural or is it educational? There are

those who say it 'makes no difference one way or the other 'what the

dif this is so,.perhaPkwe cannot be,concerned about'med.--

umat,all, actUally.2:Perhapsour'Only concernSeanbe directed to

rinciples of distribution.::
. ,

,

Yliationalcnews magaiines bend toplace'Cultural:infOrmation
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in "the back of the book, as the language is employed in the trade.

Is ,,culture the back of the book?

What histories are feeding television in, the substance of

these quest ions? Which predominates:.. theater , journalism, mot ion

pictures or radio?

Every question which can be narrowed to aUditory experience

exclusive of any visual revelation, can be asked of those ,who managed

,radio before the advent of, television.. And theater and journalism

history fed them.

Television inherited much from radio.

What it introduced into media was the influence of motion pic-
.

tures.,

What it brought With it, independent of all the others, was

the capacity to witness an electronic manifestation of an ,event
-

the same time continuum as all participants.

Conversion is its unique gift;, the conversion:.of: light and

sOund waves to electrioity..

And all the questions raised 'here with resPect :to -the:medium

of teleVieion: are asked in hope that new answers With new dy,namics;

generate a more humanly productive life for us.; all
We are 'all capable of. being

t implies, among other things, that we are all capable o

arti.cipation.

We can , be engage



We have been carrying images of theater, journalism, motion

pictures and radio histories for more than twenty years by the med-

ium of' television. May we, not also consider the images generated of

electronic material, however they are to be carried? Live or pre-

recorded?
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Conti Ol of forM and'prediction arelat least two of the accUl-

tiliation factors in man's groWth.. The ciVilizing.Process though not

iolelYconcerned with control: and prediction, attempts to maiter these

aspects of the human condition.

So much. of the practice of televisiOn is concerned with being

able to control . 'activity, thus, predict its outcome. The means
.

bY:which, we accomplish this.are pretty well establiShed in planning,

roduation practice in union; and corporate management, and so :on.

has television been..emplOyed thusfar in our history? Can.

dentify classes of expeiienoe which derive':froM it?

Well, we hive already referred to the live: televised event .

.the:terminology of televibion, What' other kinds of ''pregramsu
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are there?

The live televised event occurring in natural sequence may be

described as being of, two orders: (1) the sporting event comprising

two or more forces meeting in some kind of organized, or formal com-

petition; (2) the journalistic event-'wherein some social experience

regarded as "newsworthy" is brought to the center of our attention.

Some may ,quarrel with the use of the berth "natural seqUence,"

but the intent, certainly, is clear. We are thinking here of those

experiences whose sequences and outcomes cannot be..wholly,predicted.

These are not the,only kinds of live televised events ocCur-

ring in natural sequence, however. Someone has suggested that the

only form which has been truly invented for television is "the game

show." Whether or not this is accurate, this kind of experience can

also be classed as an event occurring in natural sequence. And in

common with the two previously suggested, its outcome is uncertain.
,

This is readily appreciated when we recall the deep disturbance that

transfixed the television industry, the public, and our national

Congress during that period when certain game competititons had been

exposed as "fixed" or, to put it another way their outcome predeter-

mined.

Thciugh we can idenbify' other kinds of live television trans;-

missions as appearing to have different, characteristics, careful re-

fleCtion will no doubt lead us to cOnclUde that iUstrUctional broad-
.

casts, be they Of the order of,medi6ine, industry pure pedagogy, or
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daily newscasting are essentially of the same order 7- if we are

speaking of the live, -televised event.

For those who would wish to quarrel with -- say -- the live

newscast, note the delight, if such .is the tone -- or despair, if it

be otherwise -- with which we empathize with the newscaster who loses

his cue, his place in the script, mispronounces a ,word, or who is

left unsupported when some aspect of the sequence which he predicts

will contain him, breaks down.

So -- on the one hand, we have the live telecast, be it orig-

ination' beyond or within the studio complex. And on the other

We must identify other orders of our conventional 'television

experience. Remember, we, are leading ourselves toward as clear an

understanding of form as we can muster. This, so that we may finally

appreciate the nature of the medium -- exclusive of its broadcast

characteristics.

It is likely that it is because of television's distribution

character that film has become so much a part of television's conven-

tions. And, indeed, until the American film industry assimilated

the truth of television's distribution capabilities, it reeled from

the impact of television's swift, economic .challenge in the early '50'

Once it was understood that film Could' be distributed satisfac-

torily despite the low .leveL of. monitor registration

When compared 'to fine movie prints, the film industry became a pare

of the television convention. More than that, however.
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!Filmmakers began to discover the documentary and its wide

proliferation .through electronic broadcast.'

So among the forms of.television.are the live television

broadcasts as we _have outlined them plus the distribution of films

made''for 'television.

Added to which are those re-issues of the previously per-

movie house film.

But there is still more. These are not all the is. And,

generally:' speaking, it can be said that at management levels in the

televiaion- industry, it IA this last class which has given our pub-.

lic image its most debatable shape..' These are the so-called cultu-

ral programa which, in the incredible history of television broad-
.

casting, hthe employed: every Class and order described above, as

well as combinations in every conceivable.way.

There have been live broadcasts of cultural events.

There have been filmed

There have been:broadcasts of

broadcasts Of.CUltural events.

cultural 'events that were de-

signed to aPpear live.

And there have been broadcasts of televised cultural programs

that have employed .all these combinations.'

Often, so vague, so nnCeitain, so unrealistic are: we concern-
.

ng these events that it is unlikely :that students of television prac:

. tice would wholly agree on what; even, can be described as a cultural

event. ,
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proponents of current television practice have often gone so

far.ai to suggest that since practice has established one order of

experience is "news and public affairs," all other orders must be

"cultural.

SiC programa have been made and broadcast in all the var

sous ways: suggested 'above. 'Painting shows, dance programs, programs

on sculpture, architecture,. on poetry, on the novel. "Theater"

is.frequently performed, or television variations of it, at the

Very. least.

It is likely true that few serious students of art, however,

would agree that much art has ever, occurred in television.

Art and'television have not joined practice, and this may

be .partly- true because the "cultural" program has appeared to pre-

emPt the poseibility. This, coupled to the emphasis on television,

broadcast, may have been the ,inhibiting factors, as competition for

high stakes in ,the marketplace began to 'shape its practice.

In exploring the natUre\of the Medium, some, have come upon

another kind 'of 'television experience, another kind of program: And

it is:this kind of possibility that inight make the'artist feell'he

is welCome in the teleVisiOn :environment:,-
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In order. to examine how current television practice works,

. and how' we might 'affect it by'.concerning Ourselves with the medium

as well as distribution,: we will use.. an illUstration draww from

eXPerience in the televis ion, atUdiO .

Our illustration will ,not; place us.in the street; in the
.

lic stadium,'1,or in,the concert hall. We are examining practice as

it. does, or might, take place, in a studio.

For simPlifiCation we will not be considering sound soOrcea,

. , at first. Wewill'be concerned only with moving images of a visual

character.

How, shall .we think about this?

Let's say our technical' facilities, make available th-ee elec-



tric cameras, three videotape playback and record devices and one

film playback device:

In conventional practice some might say we have three pick up

points, three sources. Because we have three cameras.

Another way of looking at it, however, will show that we haVe

as many as six pick up pOints, six sources. Three cameras

tape playback devices, and one film playback device'.

two video-

In this. case, the third videotape machine is to be used for

record primarily.

We are not here concerned with live broadcast. We are concern-

ed with the pre-recorded, the "made" event. And, given the ways we

have suggested thinking about this, we are attempting to create a

'condition which will permit the medium' s unique character of "live-

riess" to occur.

Our illustration is a meeting point for our reflections.

Convention would organize this experienee in essentially the-

atrical or motion picture terms'.

The other possibility is the one we are calling "the mix."

In the former, the images to be contributed from the three

cameras, the videotape and filn playback:devices. are predetermined

an timed as feeds leading to orie another in essentially;

story telling , suspension-of-disbelief I fashion:.

In the as many , as six 'Sources will feed images to the

mixer whO will determine their discrete'relationships to one another,
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as it all happens in a time, continuum common to, all participants.

He has apprised himself of the potential in each of the pos-

sible six, sources. What he does not know for certain is how they

will be mixed together. He will let that happen to him and to all

of those participating as it occurs in the time they will experience

together

In convention, the experience tends to be predetermined, pro

duced, pre-planned, rehearsed where there is usually something like

a script. Whether or not a script actually exists, those who are

central, to the recording are employing attitudes which are script-

like. They will have a timed outline based upon previous experience

of a like kind, or, at the least upon the prediction of how the event

"should" go.

In the new way, the mixers will be attending to possibilities

within some previously circumscribed limits. Within such limits

they will be anticipating considerable freedom, of action. Each in-

dividual related to sources will be ,anticipating his participation.

From various monitor faces situated elsewhere than in the mixing cen7

ter, and for the cameramen, through vieWfinders which will reveal

not only their source7images, but a portion of the mix as well

all. are *aware that within* limits circumscribed by mutual understand-

ng each will be,asked to contribute to the final, mix. And each is

conscious of the fact that his contributiOn will affect that mix. '

sophisticated: and thoughtful people, this non-conven-



tional way of making offers a new kind of creative experience in

television.

The richness of the experience of interdependence is very

real and possible. Given an attitudinal base which joins them all,

the old categories and, definitions of who does what breaks down.

All are part of the creative _process.

In this condition, the term "engineer becomes thoroughly

blurred.

In conventional practice, the director and the technical

director are central, though separate.

In the newer way, they are both mixers experiencing their

centrality in a time continuum corpmonly shared, where subject,

making,' object, are all in process together.

The creative excitement -- yes, even mystery --

meeting is very much like the native human condition.

Though many,unsatisfying attempts at the mix may precede the

final selection, even in that process the natural human condition

is sustained. And when, at last, the "lifeness" is caught in the

final mix -- it is very difficult to be specific about who did what.

n this shared

About who made it

One has the feeling that in its completeness, it :.is continuing

to. be made.

w.can play it baCk again and again and:again. And when it

as beena satisfying and 'fully interdependent Mix one feels, it is

2



occurring for the first and only time.

Let's return to our illustration. We will look at it from

the view of those who sustain conventional practice.

The three cameras are in theater space. Whatever the camera-

men are focusing their. lenses upon has been designed and lighted as

theater space.

With considerable respect for our work heretofore expressed

in the history of television, any principle of organization, any

'formulation of an aesthetic has derived from our fundamental atti-

tudes directed to the management of image in this space.

But, as we are considering our illustration, we are trying,

also, to think about videospace.

Would line, mass, color be employed in the same way?

Videospace is of the ratio of 3 to 4 and is two dimensional.

Theater space has no fixed ratio and is three dimensional. Video-

space is closer to that in which the experience of film occurs.

Theater space is more like that conformed by the stage and archi-

tectural space. Videospace is graphic and motion is inherent in

it As graphic, it is primarily presentational. Theater space i

architectural -- volume, mass, plane and is essentially repre-

sentational. Iiietheater space; Movement tends to be directed and

formed as representational experience. Videospace; the surface being

Motion itself and movement being graphic, tends to be composed pre-.:



For those who are skilled in the management of movement in

-television theater bpacei-theYObjectlis to :transfer image'frOm'soUrce

to monitorwiChi4Ctorialfidelity and .with kind.of psychological,

fidelity.that'gives thejmpi.ession thationd is likethe other.

at is to say,'''the.direCtor who successfullY'composes in the

theater,spaCefof television is very,Muchlike the director who suc-

cessfully cOmPoses'iOr. the stage -the .eXperience..each is striving
. .

to:Achieve is essentially Thoee,whO.,,

...work nyidaospaCe:ai.e aeekingari..exterience'which is not-OretenSa.

is what it is.

One often gets the impression that for those who work in the

theater space of television, the experience occurs in the studio.

For those who are discovering new ways Of making in the nedium, the

experience occurs in videospace. Thereis no. "suspension of dis-

belief" as is required in theater space and as it is in the theater.

Videospace contains the act. And there is little confusion about

that Any more than,there is in a fine painting, a fine piece of

;print, or even, an imaginative movie whose makers are clear about

t they're doing.

"Natural, lifelike, sequential" ---; what are these words

a out? They're about :representational reality:- Some words,we might

apply to the objects which occur in,videospace are "referential,-

ambiant, non-objective." Is there an advantage of,one over the
-

other?; Wholgiows .But:.theieCdiffererice,':.avaat!.differefiCe.
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to .6. reCognitiOn of. this difference. that we are :asking-.

that your attention ibe

,,mUsic,and

e other

turned.

is like narrative and target-oriented. The other is like

if-you-are-there-you'll-get-it oriented. One is package.

is process.

ecall. why teleirision was invented and we Will better under-

stand its ;history to this point:

Teleiiisicin convention has defined a class of participant as

creative talent."

.Apart from those we name performers" or "writers," there are

two other principals: the director, and the scenic designer or art

director. ; How do they functiOn creatively?

The environment, in which they halre,engaged television has been

aystematized for effiCiency: For those who produce in televithion,

.."goOd business practice" is the guiding principle. Why is this so?

Primarily because television practice has been developed it a profit

Oriented. PairChology'. Profit is possible for those, who "sell:":"

Cauae: television's distribUtion potential Makes possible a large' mar-

t for lling," good' business practice must prevail.

Our analysis is'. le'ss: relevant .to the non-commercial, or

pubLiCibroadcaster;.,for, 'his practice is shaped by the history and

erience gleaned from those _who manage for profit. His motives

're different-,,': but system 'practice is in many respects

quite like'the other.
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Many. of theAiCtivitieeof creative talent in television are

shaped, V:goOd'buSiness praCtice:.

Extracting a. page,fromthe:recenthistory of the theater

(wheie::history has fed radio and:film before it),' .television has

Centered:its.creatiVeeffort. nthe director.. Yet, despite, these:-.

histories so great'and comPlexJs the,mahageMent of the television

systemin time that itAe,often poesible to'perceiVe the director',

foreclearly when Wethinkof him as:erganizer, or manager.

this. Possibility, we are not surprised, therefore, to discover upon

;reflectienthat the:producer/director function combined in one man

.Suggestsa:Most efficient way of doing things..

Can he:function in the Making,of objectified experience in

videospace? Verylikely not ;He's much 'too concerned with organi-

.0tionand:Management. Though, the, hierarchy. which supports him

calls him'"Creative;talent.," they think of him most centrally in

good- business - practice. terms.
: :

What dOge. "itjs often pOseible to perceive the

.:rector more clearly when we think of him as organizer or manager"?'

WellOet'a think about his relationship teen. the others;

:again,[we.mdst remind,oUrselves that in television there are many ,

participants. "..No single individual can work in the medium whether

.hisjntereita'be in,,theater space.. rvideospace: ;But, certainly; we

agree that in either case the director is central.

Let's return'to the studio -of
, _



We have' three cameras and three cameramen looking through,

their viewfinders. Each of these cameras. is connected to a monitor..

These connections are in the control room. CONTROL. We have two

videotape playback machines. There are monitors. for -each of them

in the control room. There is also .a monitor for the film chain.

source points have images available for selection. When

these circuits are 'ail : open at the same instant six monitors are

revealing- six different images.

Now, let us slow down the flow of electrons. Ye will think

about one image on each. of the monitors. We haye stopped time in-

sofar as the system is concerned. The mediuM has been halted in the
,

floW of its nature

:What do..we learn from studying these six monitors about the

organizational and-Management Capabilities of the director?.

Well for 'one, our monitors are` --us-images from two,

kinds, of sources'. Three' cameras are:each displaying one "live" im7.

age. The other three,machines are eachdieplaying an image pre7re-
,

corded at some other:time. Perhaps, eVen,, another Place.

Haw did the director 'get all- this to this place in this :time?

It would have been 'iMpoieible to.have done it:-alone.

With.reipect to the live television cameras,:he had to engage

the minds of stage designer, 'lighting director, technical director.

He needed three cameramen. And if there are one or more human be-

lugs ,in the studio who confront. him-7- people "on camera," as they :,
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he had to engage their minds. if these people had words

prearranged for them to speak, then he will have had to get involved

with the thinking of those persons. And if this were the case, he

will have had to meet with most of them in other circumstances, in

other times. He will have had to "rehearse" that-particle of the

experience we are now seeing on each of the three camera monitors.

These .are the minimum number of 'people he has been engaged with

likelY-that he will have talked with members of the

crew who stand behind the scene- designer -- the construction, the
,

property and ,the staging people. Also he will have talked to the

crew which stands behind the lighting director. He probably will

have come in contact with those for whom the technical director is

responsible, quite 'apart from cameramen. Certainly, whatever the

'frequency and duration, ,he will have,been in touch with management

people at many levelsv programming, facilities scheduling, produc-

tion personnel scheduling, the business office. This, is planning

of a complex sort. Process is in predetermination.

And all of this organization' and management, reflected in
. .

these three :images 'silently:, fozen. on camera monitors ,in the corp.',
.

trol room, all of it organized for the distribution of an exper-

ence predetermined for theater space.

Mind you; ,our illustration has not included audio. We. are

earing nothing.'

But this is not all of it, given the character of our illus-

:... . .



ration; for, there are three other monitors facing him. What do

they illustrate in the organizing and management capabilities of

this director?

That, besides all else, he has, also, had to previously re-
,

Cbrd,the.imagesHon'tUm separate reels of Videotape. And a .film

camera crew was involVed,las well!

At aomapoint,television cameras were required so that there

be:videOtapeatOragaOfiMages for Olayback. The very most that

cOuld'have happened beyOnd:thisjs that:the'images stored on one

of the:Videotapes May'have'come froM a source, plade beyond the stu-
-

The director may have had'to take a mobile. unit to some other

location and select images from that location. The organization and

management of that phenomenon is a story in itself. Since we have

evidence of these-two storage banks of videotape, then um must assume

that our director hai talked to these people. Whee is he in the

creative process? What is his creative process?

is:Jeft,unaccounted for is the filMuhose image

talast.we see alOng'the line Of,six.monitora.,Jf he:did not

prOCUre it through some .library or film distribution,sourCe, then

e;:hadtb:managa:its making himself. .Anclif:he did this, then, he

waa:;intO filMmaking,Which iaaa.4ifficuit'andrcoMPlex as is tele.

,vision: He has been invOiVe&Withtheae,people..

ioUT,As.ye-lookatythese..silent'i still impressions on the

MonitbrWe:knovthe.diractOr haa:hidagreat:deaiothelPHecOuld
.



`'`.riot have dOne: alone. And it 'is assumed that a capable' director

s,;able ,tO_ get it done.

This is organization and.ntanagement.

en; Why in'Conventicinaltelevision.practice do we think of

this:person:di central to the creative process? ; Or; is this what is
regarded as creative in television? Yes, this is creative ,manage-,

tnent. A director is assumed to be more, hoWever. He is thought to

e. creative exclusive of that' which concerns good business practice.
e''is thought to.be creative' in an artistic sense..

Can the director function as a mixer?
Yes, if thoie who manage the system regard him more as crea-

-tive talent and lees as organizer/manager/producer.
ere are 'other ways of. devising goOd bueiness practice .tech-

t more than this must follow. He must begin to think of

iinielf in this newer,vry.
He .,must free 'himself from the influences of, theater space,

-

roniAnflUences of.:theater and motion picture history.

In, theater space, _he direCtsi

In videothpace, mixei.

en we as an- he'fiinctiota!!, what we mean, 0 impl'y that,
...

hOugh:operationsin bne,Can:!ba'..aPplicable: 0 ;the other,, the making;

reoasa:ia. quite different. And .,for: One-to, move from ;director to

ixer, a ,fUndaniental'Schange'.in attitude concerning the Med-..
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ium. He must extricate himself from the process which leads to
.

picking up and putting on -- and begin to think of the(dx. He

must get himself away from the habits.which place his images in the

studio., and begin to discover ways of mixing his images for video-

space. He must try to discover for himself what we mean when we

.:.:saythe:object anoi%the act,ofthe.fmediUMiS notin theaterjpace.,

Whether one is reflecting on the director, the technical di-

rector, or the mixer, one is concerning, himself with central charac-
,

teri in this unfolding scheme. Each is absolutely central to the

act. This is partly true because we are trying to move away from

the literary experience toward a graphic one We are trying to get

our, headspointed away from discrete' and towards referential. We

are 'shifting: ,emphasiS. - We are Changing attitude, We ave not :ask-
. . . .;

A:ngthatonebeeliminated fartheather::: Weare suggesting that

one is,reactive-The other is aCtiVeOne-is:taward rear. t.

otheris*toward act.

The term director in television is pointed toward react. The

erm Mixer, in television is pointed toward 'act. One represents.



TheOther

other

presents:.

In either- case, the mixer/director is central.

In one ,the'director:hai a script or a "shot" plan. In the

the mixer has_ design, a circumscribed area within which to

function. In the former, it tends toward being predetermined. In

tfie latter, it tends toward discovery.; In one, the director is

'trying to give the impression of reality; he is representing. In

the other, the mixer 'is spontaneously discovering reality; he is

presenting that act.

In one the act is the result of creative management. In the

other the act is the result of creative process.

If the art impulse is to find another medium for its expres-

'sion, then it probably will find it somewhere closer to that which

we 'are calling videospace. Its means of expression will more likely

occur in videospace. And if this turns out to be another aspect of

the future, the'artist will no doubt be sitting where the director,

does-'today. But he will, be a part of another order. He will not

be an, organizer and a manager as the director today Someone
f.

else will be doing..that.l
'

rid will.not'be directing He,'Will be mixing.

In :the clasi which is named "creative talent there is a-

nother central figure; the scenic designer, .or art director...

How;does he''funCtion in conventional television? Is hiS work
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shaped by good business practice too? Of course is. But good

business practice is. not neCessarily Unreasonable. EfficienCy is

not to be maligned unless, Of course, efficiency becomes so central

that one's role as creative talent, is forced into a subsidiary rela-'

tionShip:' This need .not be the case; though -often it develops

that way'.'

Let us assume -it does not

'How does. an art- director participate in a creative ,process

now?
:

Essentially as one whose gifts, have been shaped by the history

the ,theater.

'Let' s 'return to our studio illustration.

ree cameramen 'and their 'cameras are rin the studio. What are

t ey..dOing there? They are, picking up, photograPhic images selected

rom''a ,three dimensional environment.' Simultaneously, by way of

.,technologicitls,management', 'others are supporting the system's capac-,

y-,10:- Converting: theie phOtograPhed images :to' eleCtricity so that
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,..:;

ei;carCbe ::sent:'from the :pick 4.; POinti to the:,reCeiving

Light.; arid design in the theater space has been arranged to aid in

t 'is transfer. ":No ,wonder so many of us have the impression- that

t!shaPpening' in' the studio. In theater space. Naturally. All

the rest is simply ,a conversion to electricity. And a reconversion

to photographic-like image at 'the other end.

So imposing is this principle of conversion that the designer

must conform his vision to' levels of, illumination and the traffic

pattern of electrimic equipment., There may be a savage disagreement

but it is the lighting directOr or the technical director who has

the final word. Because they are respon4ible to the principle Un-

derlying conversion.

Is this- relevant? Of course it is relevant. We. are ,talking

aboUt,"pickingUp"and "putting on. 'the photographed image

Cannot be seen on.the other end, :there seems to be no point to the

effort.:

It is not surprising that in the folklore of television there

:is -a deep aversion to black. Not black color, mind you (though we

w 'what ::a problem that is, too), but absence of photographed image.

at ie inefficient business practice, in the business of. broadcasting

photographed. images.
... , : .

To continue our analysis of theater space - not be
;.",

;dVeildOkedthatthoee in; television "create the,, nVironment"

i4hether:they are called set .designere. Stage designers or art di -.
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rectors;'. are, men and Women Of the theater., . Indeed, their interest
-

or practice in the theater may have:waned, but :it,is to principles.

that have`come from stage design and theater 'architecture that they

'owe allegiance. ,Though'their gifts with,respect to mass, texture,

line, Plastic form, and color are, often tremendous, they are only

kraluable if their efforti are pick-uPable and,put-onable.

It is, not 'surprising when, .standing at the back of the con-

,trol room watching converted images extracted from their "sets,"

,one catches a thoughtful glimpse of their faces as they look, often

.wistfully and discouraged, toward the studio, their theater-space.

They know where it is. It's not on the monitor more times than they

can stand remembering. And yet, given these remarkable gifts, given

this unusual dedication, which anyone in the system will attest to

think of all thatthese talented artists could bring to videospace.,,

SO'naturaljstho,Eension,setuP in.:.theconverSion principle
. ,

. , .

that;

director ,who' hasHsUrviVed ,best by.J`earningai.much as' possible., about::



what will happen when photographs. of his environment are converted.

One cannot, imagine getting along without hith. Being a "see-

ing" artiet, however, how marvelOus it would .be if we could welcome

his'graphic nature in ways natural to and .compatible with the medium.

Videospace could. exPand

And finallY, inasmuch as the medium is electronic -- and light

and electrOnic,energy are. allied how :appropriate it would be if

and extend his gifts.

we could discover ways of inviting our "seeing" artists to enrich

the environment of videospace with their perceptions iof light. Not

illumination, mind you Light!

Such consideration is to be especially welcomed as our appre-

ciation and understanding of electric color increases.

We are thinking of artists of light. Not painters or sculptors,

but those who intuit both, Light and texture combine in these intui-

tions. Form and color are one Absence and presence are supportive.

One does not exclude the other. Not -sculptured representation; two

dimensional Presentation in which light. energizes. Einsteintan mo-

tion, not Euclidian bulk. Electric color, not flesh-tone reproduction.

;:A mixerjartist, and an artist of -graphiatexture/light,
, .

bining with all the others who participate in the creative mixing,

process will bring us to videospace, a field which is more than a

terminal point at the end of a vast and efficient'distributian eys-
,

tem.,..



eir material will be the electron.. Their tools will be
.

instruments designed,to sustain and enrichcelectric.circuitry. Their

Medium will be teleVision.

The "made" object will be the result of a 'final mix.

d the, object will be "banked" for presentational replay.on

eotape.

Videotape technology has .given us a means of retaining our

reative efforts.
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Videotape. and . andiptaPe technologieb 'have. much :Common.
.

as a camera :.became a transducer following the principle of .`con7

version pioneered, bY..its predecethsor, the microphone, so the two

tape technologies' follow one another. And the principle guiding'

-..

the :Use of one tends to Pioniote the development of ':the- other. MOie

important, however, is,: again, ',the attitudes one .brings to either,

once .the?.,technologiee

e conversion "principle developed in the .audio transduCer

receded those 'which gave us; the` electric Camera. But, it was ':When

ei.sound!=nreCOrdit beCeme. aware . of. the mix,'ithat he began to extend:,
, :

r hearing in that . He began' ,to !think 'differently when he',-
.11;7:

rea/iZed, the 'posiibiij:tiee5WhiCh lay' bef;*him.



is'with videotape recording.

As we begin'to realize how to increase the .extent of thd con-

version principle in visual contexts with videotape technology, we

begin to look, and thus, to see differently.

And, the new. mix, combined of light 'and sound, lies'. before us.

Once the attitude shift begins, many remarkable changes fol-

We begin to accept new possibilities.

In the mixing center, six monitors face us. The images they

reveal 'are motionless. We are preparing ouraelves fOr the making

proceas, the movement of the imforned towards

Our sources will be, fed us by three cameramen. Pre-recorded

images are banked and"waiting to be. released to us by the operation

Of two videotape machines: A sixth bank of images will be released

,from 'a: film chain.

What may happen at this moment is possible only if we are

prepared to think about this possibility with the same attitude the

wood sculptor had in our earlier illustration.

We have a number of tools available to us: multiple pass

'recording, tape delay recording, yet-ntunberless variations of feed-

ack, camera debeaming, chroma >key, internal keys, external, keys,

superimposition, switching.

If we were to extend our illustration to include' sound, we

may have live potential, pre-taped and pre-mixed potential, disk, or
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. . '

linear tape:, ,"may: haVe, even, .a sound synthesizer at our disposal;

a means .for introducing electrical sound of infinite variety.

All these are tools.

We have a conception a design for our. yoking. We are each

familiar with itto the extent we are capable. We have thought a-

bout it', .talked about it, made sketches perhaps. We may have, even,

something' of; an idea of what duration it will be We have a subject

matter, a,content, We will seek to formalize.

We know that we are.interdependent. We respect that relation-

ship. We welcOMe.it. It reinforces the interdependence of our human

natures.

We understand our tools. We know the material is the electron

and .its flowing. We know the form will occur in videospace.

We 'do not know what the final mix will be

114N /1117/41/tip"
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When once we release the energy stored in these still "images"

monitori,' in the audio and videotapes, we will each become

participants in the' making process in a common,,time:.

Maker, making, and motion-object will coexist.

What' lies before, us a matter of considerable "physical and

,psychological complexity.

Single worda in single sentences will not 'easily describe the

prodess,
p

o much: of the:description is circumscribed by what all

have agreed they: will: try. to make:

That `kited' Of Particularity, has to be reserved for a Specific

piece of wOrk.

of -But, let s put a few of the tools 'in operation. Let's nun

Still", the instruments ;And release the iMages.

Videotape beeomes more than a. means of retaining the electron-

iCally generated experienc." Videotape becomes a unique means of re-

cording, reshaping and re-recording. The multiple pass emerges. It

is somewhat like' the multiple track-of sound recording technology

One layer is designed to introduce others. Each layer grows

with the one which preceded'` it. , :And always a new .unfolding. occurs

a time ,continuum Common to all ',tittle bY'little. a rich composi-

tion 'emerges,.end feeds 'the'next. And:little; by ,little the object,

-.apPeers,:reyealing 'the motions of each of its passing parta. Process,

creative process 'is:in -.a final mixy is capturing the fleeting

glimpses which ,eaChof :the parts have :introduced. Its dynamic .na-

14



.ture is lifelike.

.
.,:AttitudeS and ways learned from theater and.motion.pictUre

., .

raetice arediminiahing:'.Pethaps,not2'disappearingaltogether,:ut

receding int&:the:backgroUnda:Ofthe Something. new is Occur-
.. .

. .

. ,

. ring,:unlike,its PredeCessora 'Journalism andvradioinflUences'.have
. . .

. .

been pUi aside.altogetherSwitChing from one' input to:AnOtheriS

.,being .isuperseded by a mixing. :Mixing is Morecential..tOthiaproCess

than switching

The multiple' pass is-but one of the teSic tools, however.

Debeam one camera and the converted light off one subject

changes. The, ``image flows p.ke.wisps of milky clouds. If the light

is colored; an :essence-embodying the original shape floats in the



field for a moment, then vanishes, leaving a trace of its color lin-

gering in our minds. Before we can reflect upon it, a new combining

has begun..

Internal keys in One pass serve external keys, in another.

ne camera is keyed over another. That is to say, the subject

of one leconies the content- Of the other. One camera' "photographs"

_newsprint ,refleCted in a pool of water. Another "sees" a hand. The

nd retains its recognizable shape, bUt its substance is water shim-

thering,with newsprint Words.

Superimpose the .compOsit iOn over another. The rhythm of the

latter becomes the counterpoint of the former.

Dozens of feedback'variations: feed one another.

There are other possibilities. Many more. The variety is as

itifinite as the imagination, as, rich as one's sOught-for,, vagrant
.'thOUght lying fellow until a triggered connection reveals its corn-

ositiOn and Character.

What, has heretofore been thought of as "effects" or " "tech

'niqueS". have now becoMa tools to be employed in the shaping of an

organic whole.

We can name them tools, : ecaUse.:we.have ,reamed a material and

a making..

All is -possible because we have discoVered 'a mediUm.

But our: 'attitude'.regarding;the Medium must 'change' if 'we ,are

O ma e insightful objects .worthy of our attention.
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An 'historian might one day relate the history of television

somewhat-the' following way,.

..'As sophistication-developed, it became evident that the ,switch=

er was = also a kind of Instant editing device. This brought the pro-

cess in which a number of people are engaged in the control

.close to the filmmaker's process.

It also goes back to the motivefor inventing television.

working out Of the ,underbrush, for many,, was the working out of the

_conflict betWeen theater; 'film and radiii'..feede, so to speak.'

RadiO'had learned its leison from theater and joUrnalism:'-.-

thUe a very discrete and linear; literary based traditiOn was.nat-

urally..assimilated by the newer medium. Switching from one input to



-another is a very linear non-graphic kind of order . But as those

o-'felt they had mastered this radio-based method began watching

heir monitors -- they soon began to see moving photographs passing

!before them& And the history of filmmaking began to:. feed television:

The 'switcher: began, to be used as a mixer, performing -dissolVes and

supers, pits and wipes, etc.'Those in the control roOm began to

function as editors. The switcher was evolving toward mixer. Those

who directed television's aesthetic course were discovering in the

theatrical line what those who had created in film had discovered

some time before. As editors in the television control room, they

were now able to photograph in non-aequential fashion. Their story

telling was becoming more sophisticated. Their mixing sense was

being -.refined.

With respeCt to all this,- it is clear that film had advanced

ar beyond these capacities. But television had something going for

it which is at the heart of electronice. It had time, the instant

flow, the continuum. Its live broadcast capabilities gave it the

ower to introduce the unpredictability factor, as well It was

capable of being "live." Its source could be in one place and its

, mages derived therefrom in many places simultaneously.

With journalism history feeding it in the live telecast, with

radio history, feeding it in the switcher, with film history feeding,

it in cameras and the switcher/rnixer. With, theater history as a'

parent to them all',(unwelcome sin journalism's case), television
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began to move.

So close to Mg; was television at this moment, so vast the

,pOtential for instant, simultaneous distribution was our Thistory,

that it was not surprising with what alacrity the industry incorpor-

ated the kinescoping process into its way of life.

Kinescoping was developed for storage and,replay. Up to that

point in our history, (other than film distribution through this

brOadcast'means) television was strictly live.

But, since television broadcasting was an extension of a high

profit motive directed to commercial interests, its law, among other

concerns, began developing consciousness of property. And the only,

property anyone had which constituted an accurate representation of

the live television broadcast was a kinescope negative. Indeed,

numerous copies could be made ,from it. But these film copies of a

teievisibn experience were of a relatively low, calibre of 'fidelity ,-

-- especially when contrasted to what filmmakers had learned how to

8 exclusive of television. It was also expensive, this process;

t added" another step.

Since our time is the time of the electron it was natural to

feed the problem into those minds which were trained to deal with

electronic 'engineers. They turned: to sound recording and splay-

ack :devicesi added 'Some. sophisticated mathematics and circuitry with

reSpeCt,,to.Sight: And the videotape recording and playback devAces

were ,introduced.



o great s the fidelity ;that almost' inStantly this replaced

the kinescope.

Now, we must move- swiftly back to the switcherjmixer. For,

-when television'directors began to look at their monitors, they be-
,

think and' respond filmically -- that history commenced to

them.. There was. soMething the filmmaker had that they envied,

It was his control. He could take bis time

gan

feed

however.

When kinescope entered television's history some directors

tried to use it, as the, filmmaker did. They tried to edit it at the

cutting, table. They tried to find a way to, control their vision even

more discretely. But it was almost impossible. It was of inferior

echnical quality. 'It, didn't make sense to work 'this way.

So l- back in the control"' room; forget kinescope. Edit, It on

the wing. They' mixed. as best they 'could as time flew. But one thing

those directors had. And it's likely the filmmaker envied them that

They could pick it up live, switch the photographs, mix the photo

graphs, and send them all over the world, through transmitting de

vices to millions of receiving points where a waiting public had

its receivers tuned to the appropriate frequency.

And then, one day, the engineers handed these remarkable

videotape -- and all it implied. And a new stage' in the ,evolu-

t fon cif the medium wai:'upon

,
ThoUgh :being "live", was ,thanielous

Otter.

being 'perfect' was



Now, the directors who chose to follow this course were also

able to eliMinate- the vagaries of live television. They also felt

they had some of the mercurial-graphic life of the filmmalcer at their

fingertips. They were no longer plagued by sequence. And for these

individuals, unconsciously the switcher became the mixer. They were

not only no longer confined" by the live event with its myriad im-

perfections. They were now free to switch one videotape recording

to another. They were able to take and retake -- as filmmakers had
,

taught them to do. And, at last, they were not caught, in the. fierce

-irrevocability of the;' clock.

all this 'good business practice? Yes and no For
,

manyWhO:manage:.tha:teleVisiow broadcasting syeteM there wee. man
, .

priattice6 :that began to :deVe lop Af ter all, television`e leVi s ion

had bean invented; to; .tranepOrtmoving photographe: from one source,

pint:,to.,a great. manyireceiving points a imUltaneoue ly As many

ple.as possible must have the images all 'at the same time This is

:;:good; business in a profit' oriented environment. And indeed it is.

What were the disturbing practices? Well, for one indeed

was a good idea to take out the flaws, but did it :lave to be so

perfect that it took :a dozen "takes" to get the desired sequence?

at-made the making process very costly. Also, if those practices

were .to be. employed, why not go to film. where higher fidelity ,and
.

reater manageability could be, 'achieved. Furthermore, a sophiSti-

.Cated COm Ple c Of:neg:e qui pment wa e..requIred: Was all that:.neCessary?



'And 'so, -by: little, this :marvelous invention began .to

e used more and more as a printing and storage'device for property

;:`some entity could 'own --,and sell.

Somewhat 'like publishing, but beyond its wildest reach, te-

levision is a, vast distributing coMplex, picking up ,the photographed

images; representing someone's, legal property, and transporting them

o others who, in,some, way or other, must pay. So like publishing

is this, that a copyright notice very often appears at the ,end of .

the program property.

But, whatever happened to the mediuM?

It's a curious paradox when we are reminded ,that it was the

invention and subsequent use of videotape which seemed to inhibit

the unfolding live experience in television. And yet it is video-

ape record and playback/technology which has introduced us to an

ver expanding creative possibility" in-the medium, a means

h capturing the "liveness" of the live broadcast:.

How can' we make something which is unique to television's na-

ture? Something that will not be mistaken for a newspaper or a book

or a,: or a painting; or a piece of sculpture, or a' play. '..Some-

. thing that will not be a piece of.music. How do we make something
,

,,thatils, uniquely itself, given the qual it ies and charaCteris tics

which differentiate one medium from another?

at.we are 'proposins in answer to ou'r, questions is this:

we'muit aOquaint ourselves with the medium excluaive of i



distribution capabilities; second, we must understand the concept
,

\ of the miX, with a further understanding of how this`will lead us to

new and dynamic surfaces, from theater space to videospace. In this

we ,must, begin to appreciate the technology and instrumentation of

videotape record and playback machines. ,Thirdly, We must welcome

the new artist to his new place -- in the mixing center, where the

director once sat. And we must relieve him of organization and man-

agement of the system so that he ,will be free to do what there is to
. 1

be done -- to help us to make images that will invite our inner

to look and our minds to wonder about human possIbility.

This will be no simple task. , There are those who will undoubt-

edly feel the effOrt is not worth troubling about. Others will be

quick. to point out that economics will prohibit such an undertaking.

And then there will be those who will not know what is beingisaid.

Is there no way out of this dilemma?

Is the step worth taking? And who'will be the first?

What images will appear in videospace to invite and .touch a

eyes..

`human indiViduai in his privacy? Which has becoMe so public because

of television.

The theater is still here. He may leave his private place,

and attend to it.

The motion pictures are here. And fort this experience h

o the same.

Art is all .around us; in many conceivable
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forMs. And to these,'



manifestations he and those who share his privacy May

He can reflect about himself and all Of 'us :through the litera-

ture we inherit. Books, magazines, newspapers.
.- .

He can Jive, with hts paintings and his sculptUre, be they, fac.:-

simile reproductions or original pieces he has gathered to

his life.

increase

And in doing all this, if h is attentive
.
himself from privacy to

ways a part of , process.

public and back. again

whether he inoves

he finds himself al-

Like the electron he can perceive himself as both particle

and wave.

He is in change and in the condition of status quo. Always,

unending. So long as he is alive.

And we who manage television.

What will we be doing?

What will we distribute? To help ,him and ourselves to crea

tively function. In this sea of air. Upon this uneven, surface of

the planet. Among one another who are so irrevocably bound to the

interrelationships -of our human acts: Occurring simultaneously in

a common time continuum.

What will we be doing?
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e',,National-Center,),-foefEkperiMents :lin, ,Te leVis ion is. a group of art -
lit av , te-chniCians, atid.'!aohOlara ,:' engaged- in ::. claire loping tools and prac-
tiCes- for :Oreative'',teieiria ion 'aid ."stUdying .'the image=based, experien7 .

''''' iii Mari' s 'individual' and"' aocial . life . Ita formal acEiVitiea; - -
,research;'-' training':,.. and the:fliaking. of :- videot aped works. --.are , int er-
're late .in ', this --origoing,'gearch: 'The. Canter .1s. principally .,sUppOr tad
' k the'-Coipoiatioii -fof.oPublie Broadcasting and the Rockefeller, Found7
:'''atiOn-.5 :Thai National', EndowMerit. fdr:,:th,_ e ''''. Arts haa also ,,inade.. grants : for,
---teriter activities : , ',It ,:is% associatbd-with, pub,1.3.c television station ,
',NED, '.,San ,FranciacO, lanCrs, 'located:Sat; 1011 'BrYant S,treet ;,,,..San Fi-an7 .-
"bisCa, Califor*iiii., -94103,...: ',Director :,,, ',Brice Howard. Executive ,.,


